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Abstract
To enable groups of collaborating researchers at different locations to effectively share large
datasets and investigate their spontaneous hypotheses on the fly, we are interested in de-
veloping a distributed system that can be easily leveraged by a variety of data intensive
applications. The system is composed of (i) a number of best effort logistical depots to en-
able large-scale data sharing and in-network data processing, (ii) a set of end-to-end tools
to effectively aggregate, manage and schedule a large number of network computations with
attendant data movements, and (iii) a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) on top of the generic
depot services for scalable data management.
The logistical depot is extended by following the end-to-end principles and is modeled
with a closed queuing network model. Its performance characteristics are studied by solving
the steady state distributions of the model using local balance equations. The modeling
results confirm that the wide area network is the performance bottleneck and running
concurrent jobs can increase resource utilization and system throughput.
As a novel contribution, techniques to effectively support resource demanding data-
intensive applications using the fine-grained depot services are developed. These techniques
include instruction level scheduling of operations, dynamic co-scheduling of computation
and replication, and adaptive workload control. Experiments in volume visualization have
proved the effectiveness of these techniques. Due to the unique characteristic of data-
intensive applications and our co-scheduling algorithm, a DHT is implemented on top of
the basic storage and computation services. It demonstrates the potential of the Logistical
Networking infrastructure to serve as a service creation platform.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in computing technology have enabled a wide range of scientific applications
such as galaxy search in astronomy, CMS data analysis in high energy physics [Innocente,
2003] and protein sequence matching in biology (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast).
The use of computational simulations and scientific instruments generates datasets ranging
from hundreds of gigabytes to terabytes. In today’s increasingly collaborative research
environment, these datasets are often distributed over the wide area network to be frequently
shared among and analyzed by groups of geographically separated scientists. As the size
of datasets and the number of distributed users have increased over time, the challenge of
creating a scalable distributed infrastructure that can provide the fundamental bandwidth,
storage, and computation services to data-intensive applications has proved daunting.
An example of such applications is the visualization of simulation datasets produced
by the Terascale Supernova Initiative (TSI) project (http://www.phy.ornl.gov/tsi/),
which is a collaborative effort at Oak Ridge National Laboratory with several universities
across the United States. As the size of datasets (from the order of terabytes to petabytes)
and the number of distributed researchers (originally 42 researchers from 11 institutions,
expanding to 121 researchers from 24 institutions worldwide) have increased over time, it has
become impractical to replicate the interesting datasets to sites where sufficient computing
and storage resources are provisioned, due to long transport latency and the overhead of
maintaining data consistency.
To meet the challenge, there has been considerable interest in creating public-resource
computing projects to solve these problems. Projects such as SETI@Home and Fold-
ing@Home have demonstrated that it is technically feasible to scale scientific applications to
thousands of heterogeneous, independent computers distributed over the wide area network.
Various grid systems also have the goal of providing scalable application performance over
large-scale shared resources connected by high speed networks. The overall trend is that
groups of geographically separated scientists are increasingly using distributed resources
across organizations to conduct collaborative research. As a computing system grows into
heterogeneous environments, both the intermediate nodes that provide the service and the
endpoints that consume the service need to be scalable so that the system can be widely
deployed with increasing number of users and types of applications.
This dissertation complements other activities in data-intensive computing [Baru et al.,
1998,Chervenak et al., 2001,Foster and Kesselman, 1997,Litzkow et al., 1998,Shoshani et al.,
1998,Verma, 2002] by providing an integrated computation and storage infrastructure that
can be leveraged by a wide range of data-intensive applications. The system that we create
1
Figure 1.1: An illustration of the system using visualization of as an example
is composed of (i) a number of best effort, integrated storage and computation servers (lo-
gistical depots) built on Logistical Networking (LN) technologies to enable large-scale data
sharing and in-network data processing, (ii) a set of utilities to effectively aggregate, manage
and schedule a large number of network computations with attendant data movements, and
(iii) a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) on top of LN storage and computation services for
scalable data management.
Figure 1.1 shows the system in operation using remote visualization of the TSI dataset as
an example. After a simulation dataset has been generated (1), preprocessed (2), uploaded
and replicated (3) in segments, the list of data pointers is published (4) among collaborators.
Researchers can then independently create and start parallel visualizations on a subset of
the data (5). New replicas are made at runtime and cached in the network when necessary
to improve performance (6).
The term “scalable” is defined as “capable of being easily expanded or upgraded on
demand”. It is a widely used term in research papers and software descriptions. However,
its precise meaning is seldom defined but rather left to the readers’ imagination [Bondi,
2000,Duboc et al., 2006,Hill, 1990]. In our system, two aspects of scalability are desired:
architectural scalability and deployment scalability [Beck and Moore, 2004]. Architectural
scalability is the ability of a system to expand in a chosen dimension (e.g. the number of
applications or the number of heterogeneous hosting nodes) without major modifications to
the architecture. Deployment scalability is the ability of a system to perform gracefully (i.e.
preserving or improving valued properties) as the size of the system deployment increases.
Our system achieves architectural scalability by adhering to the end-to-end arguments or
principles [Saltzer et al., 1984] in the implementation of the logistical depot. Meanwhile, the
system implements necessary scheduling techniques as well as a DHT replica management
substrate to maintain deployment scalability.
The development involves three major steps: (i) to implement a best effort computation
service at intermediate nodes that is integrated with storage, (ii) to implement necessary
mechanisms and algorithms at endpoints so that fine-grained network computations can be
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effectively used in high level data-intensive applications, and (iii) a DHT implementation
on top of LN storage and processing primitives for scalable replica management.
1.1 Motivation
The end-to-end argument [Saltzer et al., 1984] is a set of rational principles for organizing
placement of functions among modules of a distributed computer system. It suggests that
functions at intermediate nodes be simple and weak, and functions with strong guarantees
be applied at the endpoints by building higher software layers. Previous research in LN
has shown the use of a best-effort network storage service, the Internet Backplane Protocol
(IBP), for scalable data sharing by applying the end-to-end principles [Beck et al., 2002].
In [Beck et al., 2003], the Network Function Unit (NFU) is proposed as an orthogonal
extension to IBP for scalable network computation, applying the same paradigm.
Following this lead, we first implements and extends the architectural guidelines pre-
sented in the NFU paper. Several data-intensive applications are then developed to run on
the system though collaborative efforts. By dealing with these applications, limitations of
the system are identified. New tools and mechanisms (e.g. dynamic scheduling, program-
ming libraries and data management) are developed to improve scalability and usability of
the system. We attempt to validate the following two hypotheses:
1. An end-to-end approach to scalable programmable networking is feasible by creating
a best effort computation service at intermediate nodes and constructing necessary
software layers at endpoints.
2. The system we built on top of LN storage and computation services is useful to a
variety of data-intensive applications.
The first hypothesis has been theoretically evaluated by making an analogy between the
NFU data transformation service and the Internet Protocol (IP) data forwarding service in
the original NFU paper. We further prove its validity by developing necessary mechanisms
and tools to build a working system that meets the architectural guidelines and to test
its limits. The second hypothesis, however, is an assertion of users’ judgment about the
system we built. Its validity will be evaluated by demonstrating that the system is capable
of providing the kind of generality (e.g. supporting scalable data management and various
parallel programming models) that many data-intensive applications require. To date, ap-
plications that run on the system include distributed volume visualization and data mining
for bioinformatics. We will have a brief introduction of them.
1.2 Applications
Typically, researchers have three primary concerns when choosing a system to run scien-
tific data-intensive applications. First, the system should offer both storage and computing
resources without the requirement of stringent authentication. Without this characteristic,
it is extremely hard for any individual group to come up with a testbed of any practical
significance. Second, the system must be sufficiently robust, and hence redundancy for
fault tolerance is required as a native ingredient of the infrastructure. It is rather unreal-
istic for application programmers to focus on the application and fault-tolerant distributed
computing at the same time. Third, the system must have some basic constructs that
3
<viewing parameters>
<lighting num lights> . . . </lighting>
<viewport transform> . . . </viewport transform>
<data specific> . . . </data specific>
. . .
</viewing parameters>
<raycasting>
<scale> . . . </scale>
<corlor scheme> . . . </corlor scheme>
<interval range> . . . </interval range> 10
</raycasting>
Figure 1.2: A fragment of the visSpec file.
can compose slices of storage and computing resources to provide a higher level abstrac-
tion of resources (e.g. unlimited storage and computation) and to deliver a certain level
of performance. Without these features, the complexity involved in achieving function-
ality, scalability, robustness and performance could quickly become overwhelming to the
application. Fortunately, our system has them all.
1.2.1 Distributed Visualization
Distributed visualization is the driver application. Visualization is a research tool which
computational scientists use for qualitative exploration, hypothesis verification, and result
presentation. Visualization users routinely deal with datasets that require large-scale par-
allel computing in order to be analyzed and rendered. The output size of simulation or
data captures already frequently goes beyond tens of gigabytes. Unfortunately, computing
resources of that scale are not always available to support spontaneous research needs in an
efficient way. In addition, driven by increasing user needs to collaborate across geographical
distances, visualization must also serve as an effective means to share concrete data as well
as abstract ideas over the Internet.
As a prototype, common volume rendering operations, in particular software ray-casting
and isosurface extraction from the visualization cookbook library, have been wrapped into
the vcblib library and deployed on our system. A dataset independent visSpec file (shown
in Figure 1.2) containing all needed visualization parameters is defined to set up a visual-
ization task. Once the dataset is uploaded, with the vcblib library and the visSpec file,
parallel rendering operations are spawned off by a viewer program that calls the scheduler
described in Section 5 to orchestrate a test run. Besides doing well-received demonstra-
tions at SuperComputing conferences, significant results on dynamic sharing of large-scale
visualization have been reported in [Huang et al., 2007].
1.2.2 Data Mining for Bioinformatics
In the past, IBP has been used to distribute biological sequence databases over the Internet
to avoid warehousing and maintaining the complete databases locally. In that work, an
exNode (reference to the database chunks) is obtained from a centralized directory server
upon a user request. The user can then proceeds to download data from IBP depots
using the exNode, to run local FASTA or BLAST queries on these chunks, and to merge
4
DB
Uploading Server
XND Server
Execution Server
DB chunks
XND files
FASTA
Depots
Clients
FASTA Query
FASTA results
Figure 1.3: An overview of NFU-FASTA
intermediate results. FASTA and BLAST are the most widely used sequence analysis tools.
BLAST runs faster than FASTA, but is less sensitive for DNA sequences analysis. As an
important optimization, the processing of a FASTA query is moved to logistical depots where
the database chunks are stored. Figure 1.3 illustrates the NFU-FASTA implementation
[Baker et al., 2007] from Baylor University.
Another application in Bioinformatics is to find correlated gene sets from a correlation
coefficient matrix that is produced from large DNA microarray data. The usual approach
is to download the entire correlation coefficient matrices to a site where clusters or shared
memory machines are provisioned, filter the data with a user defined threshold, convert
them to smaller unweighted graphs, and run the maximum or maximal clique enumeration
algorithm to find cliques in graphs, which represent a set of genes that are correlated. This
process is optimized by pipelining the filtering, converting and enumeration computations
to logistical depots that are close to where the matrices are produced.
1.3 Contributions
The system we built goes beyond the basic idea of using active storage for data-intensive
computing, i.e. moving computation close to where data is stored. The main objective is
to develop a shared infrastructure with integrated storage and computation resources that
can be effectively used by data-intensive applications to achieve functionality, scalability,
robustness and performance. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
A data-intensive distributed computing system The system has been used for
convenient sharing and processing of “network resident” data in large-scale volume visualiza-
tion, video transcoding and protein sequence matching. More importantly, it demonstrates
that a best effort computation service can be placed at intermediate nodes by confining its
consumption of local resources. Higher layer software components need to be constructed
at endpoints to aggregate and schedule a large number of primitive data movements and
computations in the network;
End-to-end techniques for performance and stability Two instruction schedul-
ing techniques – loop unrolling and speculation are combined to hide wide area instruction
issue latency in the presence of control dependency. The co-scheduling of computation and
replication scheme for task farming applications implements mechanisms for performance,
fault-tolerance and distributed workload control;
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A closed queuing network model for logistical depots Although the modeling
methods and mathematics are not brand new, the model is an ideal vehicle to understand
the performance characteristics of logistical depots and to evaluate approaches to scale up
systems that build on top of logistical depots;
A new approach to creating network services By creating a working DHT service
on top of the primitive storage and processing resources exposed by logistical depots, we
demonstrate the potential of the LN infrastructure to serve as a service creation platform.
1.4 Document Organization
The remainder of this dissertation documents the details of each component in our system
and the above contributions. Chapter 2 presents a survey of the literature to provide a
context for the discussion. We present a design and implementation of the NFU to support
data-intensive applications in Chapter 3. A closed queuing network model is developed
in Chapter 4 to study the performance characteristics of logistical depots. The modeling
results justify the use of scheduling techniques described in Chapter 5. The experimental
results with distributed merge and distributed visualization demonstrate the effectiveness of
the scheduling techniques. Chapter 6 explores an approach to create a DHT network based
on primitive LN services, followed by a discussion of the relationship between fault-tolerance
and scalability. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
It is not advisable to constantly move a large amount of data in data-intensive applications,
as this is always an error-prone and time, resource consuming process. Hence, it would
be ideal if a system infrastructure can provide co-located resources for both storage and
processing. While there are a variety of system infrastructures for data-intensive scientific
computing, ours is built by extending the LN infrastructure because of its Internet style
bottom up design and its integrated view of resource management in wide area distributed
systems. While providing an alternative solution for data-intensive computing, the develop-
ment of our system presents novel challenges, due to the best effort nature of LN services.
Below we describe the building blocks of LN, followed by a review of other infrastructure
alternatives and major techniques used in our system to meet the challenges.
2.1 Logistical Networking
Logistical Networking is an overlay implementation of a new architectural approach to
highly generic, interoperable computer networking. The fundamental idea behind LN is
that the end-to-end principle that has guided the development of the Internet also applies to
other types of shared information infrastructure, specifically to infrastructure that includes
substantial storage and processing resources. Because it incorporates such resources, which
in conventional network applications are provisioned at hosts or endpoints, the scope of LN is
significantly broader than that of traditional network protocols. It encompasses application
areas previously addressed by active networking [Alexander et al., 1998,Tennenhouse and
Wetherall, 1996], overlay networks [Andersen et al., 2002,Fall, 2003], storage [Rhea et al.,
2001] or content distribution networks [Johnson et al., 2000]. The scope of LN overlaps
areas of wide area distributed systems that are typically thought to lie outside the domain
of networking, such as distributed visualization and data mining, database management,
and even Grid computing.
The central tenet of LN is that the end-to-end principle, which has served as a guide to
the design of shared infrastructure for the transfer of data between endpoints, can be applied
to the design of shared infrastructure for storage and processing services. The motivation
for generalizing the idea of shared infrastructure in this way is the same as one expressed
by the authors of the end-to-end arguments: application autonomy [Reed et al., 1998].
However, LN questions the view that applications can best achieve the desired freedom to
change as needed by sharing only data transfer services and implementing all other resource
management at endpoints.
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Despite the fact that LN shares many of the goals of and has achieved a reasonable
degree of early acceptance by the networking community [Beck et al., 2002, Beck et al.,
2003], it faces three significant objections that impede further engagement by a broader
community. First, some have objected that a network comprised of LN’s “fat” intermediate
nodes, provisioned with substantial storage and processing resources, would run foul of the
end-to-end principle, and so could not possibly scale. The current deployment of IBP as a
global storage service should have cleared up the objection.
Second, the weak semantics of the basic LN storage and processing services and the
use of untrusted intermediate nodes to provide them would render the resulting service
unusable to real applications. However, the diligent construction of end-to-end protocols
and tools has made it possible to develop services with semantics strong enough to meet, and
in some cases exceed, the requirements for performance and reliability of the application
communities that have adopted LN, including content distribution, remote visualization,
video transcoding, and data mining. Techniques and tools developed in the dissertation is
part of this effort.
Finally, it has been objected that LN’s steadfast adherence to mechanisms that take
account of the end-to-end principle, requiring that detailed control over the functioning
of intermediate nodes be managed by endpoints, cannot possibly provide adequate perfor-
mance in applications where the sequence of operations to be performed is dynamically
determined during the execution of an application protocol. In Section 5.1 we address this
objection by showing how the techniques used to obtain performance from processors in ar-
chitectures with high instruction issue latency can be applied to IBP operations executing
at intermediate nodes.
2.2 Grid Computing
There has been a tremendous growth in the research of Grid Computing since the early
90’s. Grid Computing aims to provide unified, coordinated access to computing resources
across organizations. For example, Globus [Foster and Kesselman, 1997], Condor [Thain
et al., 2002] and Legion [Grimshaw and Wulf, 1996] all allow users to access resources across
administrative domains. However, hierarchically managed resources in a grid system are
shared in a highly controlled manner, among selected communities, with authentication,
access control and even resource accounting as primary design issues. In contrast, storage
and processing resources in LN depots are designed to be shared on the model of IP data-
gram service, i.e. in a relatively unbrokered manner, open to the entire community. The
differences between various grid systems and ours are:
• There is no need to obtain accounts or make advanced reservations in order to use
our system. With a system operated in an interactive manner as opposed to a batch
mode of operation, scientists can easily explore and share spontaneous research ideas.
• Grid systems involve resource sharing between organizations that are mutually ac-
countable and trustworthy. In contrast, our users are not accountable and not trust-
worthy because of their unknown identities. Moreover, LN depots are assumed to
be best effort and unreliable. As a result, LN depots need to be protected from po-
tentially malicious applications while applications need to establish a certain level of
confidence in the outputs produced by LN depots.
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• In Grid systems, hierarchical resource brokers schedule applications’ access to dis-
tributed resources, i.e. resource management is centralized. In contrast, resources
management in our system is decentralized in the sense that every endpoint in the
system is essentially a resource scheduler that is responsible for increasing or decreas-
ing resource usage dynamically and to maintain stability of the system.
2.3 Volunteer Computing
Volunteer computing projects [Anderson, 2004,Larson et al., 2003,Sarmenta, 2001] in high-
energy physics, molecular biology and astrophysics have been using public computing re-
sources for years. These projects aim to aggregate a large number of geographically dis-
tributed, administratively independent computers for solving large-scale scientific problems.
Volunteer computers typically download, run an application specific client program on their
local resources, and periodically contact the central task server to send back results and to
receive more tasks to process [Anderson et al., 2005]. Our system differs from volunteer
computing systems in a number of ways:
• Volunteer computing systems mainly focus on computation-intensive applications. For
example, a 350KB work unit in the SETI@home project can keep a typical desktop
computer busy for one day [Anderson et al., 2002]. In contrast, our system is built
on top of logistical depots to enable large-scale data sharing and in-network data
processing. Thus, it is more appropriate for data-intensive applications.
• Most volunteer computing systems do not have a model for communication between
volunteer computers, i.e. an embarrassingly parallel programming model is assumed.
In our system, common programming models (e.g. Message Passing Interface (MPI)
and Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [Sujithan, 1996]) can be supported using NFU
operations with embedded IBP data movement calls.
• Volunteer computers have to explicitly trust the application specific code executed on
local resources. In contrast, logistical depots provide a generic, secure execution in-
terface by running external code in a lightweight sandbox, protecting themselves from
potentially malicious applications from the network. Running legacy applications is
also supported by implementing a library that maps file system operations to memory
operations.
• Individual volunteer computers are usually dedicated to a single task server (i.e. a
single application) while logistical depots are shared by a group of concurrent users
running different applications. Consequently, task farming in volunteer computing
systems is straightforward while the task scheduling in ours has to carefully consider
resource contention to maintain stability of the system.
2.4 Programmable Networking and Active Storage
Using programmable resources at intermediate nodes has been explored to enable dynamic
service creation. The research on active networking [Alexander et al., 1998, Tennenhouse
and Wetherall, 1996] attempts to create advanced network services by placing a program in a
packet and then have the program executed at intermediate nodes that the packet traverses.
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The work on active content distribution and Open Pluggable Edge Services [AkamaiINC,
2002, Huang et al., 2004] impose an application proxy between a client and a server on
the Internet to reduce traffic and latency. All these works encapsulate process execution
from endpoints with the assumption that the transformation of state performs correctly
at intermediate nodes, which unfortunately runs against the end-to-end arguments that
the semantics of active features need to be constrained [Reed et al., 1998]. In contrast,
NFU puts limits on network computations and exposes the control over them to endpoints.
This is similar to Ephemeral State Processing (ESP) [Wen et al., 2002] except that ESP’s
extremely fine-grained bounds on resources (e.g. time-bounded associated memory) makes
it inappropriate for data-intensive applications.
Motivated by advances in ASIC technology, especially the increasing processor speed
and decreasing memory cost, running data processing code inside storage devices is advo-
cated [Acharya et al., 1998,Riedel et al., 2001]. However, this is not likely to be practical
very soon because the disk interface has to be general and safe. To date, there is no such gen-
erally useful and secure disk interfaces available in the market. As an alternative, adding
computational extensions to existing network file systems has been proposed. In [Anas-
tasiadis et al., 2005,Srinivasan and Singh, 2002,Wickremesinghe et al., 2002], applications
use the traditional file access interfaces and computation occurs as a side effect of data ac-
cess (i.e. implicitly) with bounded per-record processing and bounded internal state. This
approach involves changing the existing I/O semantics and is usually application specific.
In contrast, NFU exposes an interface for explicit invocation of computations. Other works
(e.g. the Scriptable PRC [Sivathanu et al., 2002]) take advantage of the mobile code tech-
nology to implement new functionalities using scripts or executables at the file servers which
do not have control over the computations in general.
2.5 Scheduling and Network Congestion Control
Instruction scheduling in computer architectures (e.g. list scheduling [Fisher et al., 1981],
trace scheduling [Fisher, 1981], and software pipelining [Lam, 1988]) aims to minimize
the overall program execution time on the functional units by reducing pipeline stalls and
exploiting available instruction-level parallelism. Some of these techniques have been stud-
ied in the wide area setting. For example, pipelining is a default transfer method since
HTTP/1.1 to improve performance and the Distributed Pipelining Framework is proposed
in [Chatterjee, 1996] to guarantee the end-to-end execution deadline over a set of distributed
resources. As a complement, we combine techniques such as loop unrolling and speculation
to hide network latency caused by data or control dependencies.
Job scheduling in distributed systems has been extensively studied [Berman et al., 2003,
Berman et al., 1996, Heymann et al., 2000a, Page et al., 2004, Shao et al., 1998]. What
distinguishes our work is that the scheduling of runtime data movements is considered an
important part of job scheduling in data-intensive applications. The scheduler extends the
work on downloading replicated data blocks in the wide area [Allen and Wolski, 2003,Plank
et al., 2003] to on-demand data movement during the process of job scheduling. Other works
have also realized the importance of data movement in the scheduling of data-intensive
jobs. For example, the Integrated Replication and Scheduling Strategy is proposed in
[Chakrabarti et al., 2004] to iteratively improve application performance; algorithms that
compute an optimal placement of replicas prior to job execution are described in [Desprez
and Vernois, 2005]; and several scheduling and replication strategies in a two-level scheduling
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framework are evaluated in [Ranganathan and Foster, 2003]. Most of these schedulers
assume a static resource performance. The scheduler in our system is able to adapt to the
underlying resource performance dynamically.
Network congestion control at endpoints is special type of job scheduling in the sense that
the endpoints determine when and where to send a packet. TCP as the most widely used
transport layer protocol plays an integral role in determining overall network performance.
Amazingly, TCP has changed very little since its initial design [Jacobson, 1988]. A few
tweaks have been added [Brakmo and Peterson, 1995, Semke et al., 1998], but the most
part remains fairly stable. The fundamental design choice in TCP is that the endpoints
are responsible for controlling the rate of data flow. Endpoints in our system mimic the
behavior of TCP but to control the computation workload on an intermediate node, hoping
to get the best performance out of the non-dedicated intermediate nodes but not to overload
them (i.e. to use shared resources friendly).
2.6 Data Management
Data management is a challenging problem in high performance computing environments,
and the difficulty of managing scientific datasets increases as they scale to terabytes and
petabytes. Besides providing interfaces to read and write data, a data management system
should also provide mechanisms to manage metadata, i.e. information about data stored
on heterogeneous storage systems, such as replica locations.
In a grid setting, hierarchal catalogs are commonly used for data management [Cher-
venak et al., 2001, McCance, 2003], while DHT is widely employed for data location in
storage peer-to-peer systems [Cai et al., 2004,Rhea et al., 2005]. In LN, a directory service,
LoDN [Beck et al., 2004], has been deployed for automated replica management. In our
system, a proprietary DHT is implemented on top of the generic storage and computation
services exposed by LN depots to keep track of replica locations. The DHT implementation
not only demonstrates the feasibility of the LN infrastructure to serve as a service creation
platform but also improve data availability by coupling the management of metadata with
data itself.
2.7 Queuing Network Based Performance Modeling
The discovery that certain queuing networks have tractable product form solutions [Jack-
son, 1963,Gordon and Newell, 1967,Whittle, 1967] had a profound influence on computer
performance modeling. In such systems the stationary distribution of the network is com-
posed of a product of the distributions of each queue analyzed in isolation (subject to a
normalization constant). The important BCMP paper [Baskett et al., 1975] established
that a useful class of queuing networks satisfying partial balance also satisfied the prod-
uct form. This had a significant influence on computer performance modeling and set a
direction for further works. After that, queuing networks have been extensively used to
model computer and communications networks. Computer systems being modeled includes
IBM mainframes running the VM [Bard, 1978] and MVS [Buzen, 1978] operating systems.
Modeling of communication networks using product form networks includes [Henderson and
Taylor, 1989] and [Dijk, 1991], just to name a few.
Modeling of file and storage systems includes [Ramakrishnan, 1986,Ramakrishnan and
Emer, 1989,Disz et al., 1997,Hac, 1992]. We are interested in the performance characteristics
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of logistical depots because they are the most used resource in our system. We want
to make sure that the scheduling techniques developed at the endpoints can effectively
increase resource utilization at intermediate nodes. The modeling process is quite similar
to those in previous works except for the system components modeled, model selection and
parameterization methods. For example, [Ramakrishnan, 1986] explicitly modeled client
behaviors in a file system. We didn’t model that because endpoints in a system are usually
dedicated for a single user or application at a time.
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Chapter 3
Extensions to the Network
Function Unit
To provide a scalable network computation service in the wide area, the end-to-end prin-
ciples require that semantics of the service be simple and weak. If the semantics are too
complex, it will fail the requirement that services be generic. Likewise, if a service makes
strong guarantees, it will not scale like the Internet. By taking advantage of the fact that
we already have IBP to manage primitive network storage, the NFU is implemented as an
extension to IBP for data transformation. Before getting into the details of NFU, we will
have a brief overview of IBP.
3.1 The Internet Backplane Protocol
IBP implements a generic network storage service that scales globally. IBP storage is
managed by servers called “depots”, on which clients perform remote storage operations.
The depot is designed for simplicity and robustness by using a stateless protocol like NFS.
The term “stateless” means that the depot does not need to maintain any information in
its main memory. All essential information about allocations is kept on disk. Thus, nothing
is lost during a crash unless the disk itself is corrupted. As an optimization, information of
allocations can be cached in main memory to improve performance, but the depot does not
depend on this information to function correctly.
The clients view a depot’s storage resources as a collection of byte arrays and initially
gain access to them by making allocations. If the allocating is successful, the depot returns
three cryptographically secure URLs, called capabilities: one for reading, one for writing,
and one for management. IBP client calls fall into three different groups as shown in Table
3.1. Key characteristics of IBP storage are:
Table 3.1: IBP Client API
Depot Management IBP status
Storage Management IBP allocate IBP manage
Data Transfer IBP store IBP load IBP copy IBP mcopy
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Figure 3.1: NFU enabled LN stack
1. Allocations of IBP storage are limited in size and duration. An allocation request can
be refused in response to over allocation and storage resource can be revoked when
the lease expires;
2. Semantics of IBP storage are weaker than conventional storage services. To encourage
sharing of idle disk resource, IBP supports “soft” storage which can be revoked at any
time before the lease expires. Moreover, IBP storage can be transiently unavailable
or even permanently lost.
Because of the best-effort nature, IBP does not directly implement strong storage ser-
vices such as files. Instead, these services must be built on top of IBP using techniques such
as replicating and striping over multiple depots, much as TCP builds on IP’s unreliable
datagram delivery to provide reliable transport. The LoCI Lab has built a network storage
stack as shown in Figure 3.1 to facilitate the use of IBP storage. The L-Bone, that is, the
Logistical Backbone maintains a directory of IBP depots and metadata about these depots.
Users can query the L-Bone for depots that meet certain requirements. The exNode is
an XML description of IBP allocations. It aggregates IBP storage to provide file services
over the network. The Logistical Runtime System (LoRS) is an API and associated set of
software tools that use the exNode, L-Bone and IBP to implement e2e services such as en-
cryption and checksum. exProc is a brand new component to aggregate NFU computations,
and all the other shaded components are extended to incorporate NFU computation.
3.2 NFU Operations
NFU is an abstract service based on managing the underlying computational capabilities of
the depot as “operations” [Beck et al., 2003]. It is considered as the transformation of bytes
stored in IBP storage. Similar to IBP allocations, NFU operations are by default limited
in size and duration, which means that the size of byte arrays that any computation can
transform has a bound, and the duration of execution also has a bound. Semantics of NFU
operations are weaker than typical process creation or procedure call on a local processor,
as is necessary to model computations accessed across the network. Because of the weak
semantics of NFU operations, abstractions with strong properties, such as unbounded size
and unbounded duration, must be constructed at a higher layer by aggregating primitive
NFU operations. NFU is implemented as an add-on module since IBP version 1.4. In
the rest of this dissertation, IBP operations refer to both the legacy storage operations
(e.g. IBP allocate and IBP copy) and the new processing operation IBP nfu op. The
term depot and intermediate node are interchangeable in the context of IBP storage and
computation services. Similarly, the term endpoint, client, and user are are interchangeable
as well in such context.
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Figure 3.2: A taxonomy of NFU operations
NFU operations are usually grouped as libraries so that they can be managed hierar-
chically. Libraries of NFU operations are either static or dynamic as shown in Figure 3.2.
Static operations are built-in modules that are highly standard and useful to many appli-
cations in general. For instance, the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) operations
are wrapped as a static library. Static libraries are deployed by being verified, compiled
and linked as part of the depot, and so require no further deployment action to be usable
by that depot’s clients.
In contrast, dynamic operations are implemented by code that is executed or interpreted
by a particularly general static operation. The code that defines a dynamic operation is
stored in an IBP allocation and passed to the appropriate static operation as an argument.
Because of the dynamic nature of the operation, the code is not known to the depot before
it is invoked, and may be delivered from an arbitrary client across the network. Thus
the code that defines a dynamic operation is a kind of mobile code [Czajkowski and von
Eicken, 1998, Garfinkel, 2003, Hulaas and Binder, 2004, Jain and Sekar, 2000], which we
refer to as an “oplet”. A extensible static library that loads and executes oplets from an
IBP allocation, acting on arguments stored in other IBP allocations, defines an execution
environment, referred to as the exec library. Currently, there are two static operations
to load and run oplets stored as machine dependent native code (native oplets) and oplets
stored as machine independent Java bytecode (Java oplets). Figure 3.3 illustrates how static
and dynamic operations are invoked using the md5 hashing as an example.
Note that static and dynamic operations have varied performance and scalability im-
plications. For example, static operations are highly optimized with the local depot during
installation while dynamic operations can be invoked without being installed by making
use of a previously installed static operation that executes or interprets an oplet. Creating
dynamic operations avoids installation and the accompanying issues of authentication and
trust. It pushes issues like providing NFU wrappers, cross-compiling and even adjusting
byte orders to endpoints while keep the service at intermediate nodes application indepen-
dent, an approach that is advocated by the end-to-end arguments. Thus, the use of static
operations for data transformation should be limited. However, static operations provide
an option for data-intensive computing systems where performance is the primary design
concern. Due to the variety of applications, it is impractical to install all computations as
static operations. We use oplets to dynamically define operations needed by applications.
Mobile programs are appealing because they support efficient use of network resources and
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// allocation of the crypto lib
paras[0]: {IBP REF RD, cap1−>readCap, len of nfu crypto lib};
// name of the md5 operation
paras[1]: {IBP VAL IN, "nfu_crypto_md5", strlen("nfu_crypto_md5")};
// allocation of the data block to be hashed
paras[2]: {IBP REF RD, cap2−>readCap, len of data};
// 128-bit buffer to receive the hash result
paras[3]: {IBP VAL OUT, buffer md5, 16 };
// use static op nfu crypto md5 (assume it is installed) to calculate the md5 of data in cap2
if (IBP OK != IBP nfu op(ln depot, NFU CRYPTO MD5, paras+2, timeout)) {. . .} 10 if
// use oplet nfu crypto md5 in cap1 to calculate the md5 of data in cap2
if (IBP OK != IBP nfu op(ln depot, NFU EXEC NATIVE, paras, timeout)) {. . .} if
Figure 3.3: An example of calling static and dynamic NFU operations
make depots extensible. This approach provides generality but requires that execution of
oplets be weakened to ensure security and stability of the depot.
3.2.1 Running Native Oplets
The end-to-end arguments require that the semantics of any scalable service be weakened in
order to scale. As a result, NFU operations are limited in size and duration by default. For
static operations, the execution space complexity S and time complexity T are known when
they are installed, thus these limits can be easily enforced by checking the input parameters.
However, the behavior of dynamic operations is unknown untill they are invoked. The
mobile code approach provides generality but requires that oplet execution be monitored
and constrained at runtime.
We uses the dynamic linking loader API (dlopen, dlsym, and dlclose) to load and run
native oplets in a system call interposition based sandbox (as illustrated in Figure 3.4) under
the assumption that a native oplet can do little harm if its access to the underlying operating
system resources is appropriately monitored and restricted. ptrace is chosen for system
call interposition because it is provisioned on almost all flavors of UNIX without requiring
the root privilege. As described in [Wagner, 1999], two main limitations of ptrace are
coarse-grained all-or-nothing tracing and no system call cancellation mechanism on some
OS implementations, for example Linux. We will show that these limitations are not a
problem in sandboxing the execution of oplets.
NFU operations transform data blocks that have been mapped to memory buffers in
user space. Coarse-grained all-or-nothing tracing in the execution of native oplet is not a
problem because the only explicit system calls a native oplet can use are allocating tem-
porary memory during computation and inquiring system time for various purposes (e.g.
seeding random numbers). Native oplets are not allowed to invoke system calls to perform
other functions such as process control, file or network access. Any system call other than
memory allocation or system time inquiry simply results in termination of a native oplet
execution. As a result, performance impact due to system call interposition is minimal if
an oplet does not allocate memory or inquiry system time frequently.
A sandboxed native oplet cannot access an unbounded amount of memory, nor can it run
indefinitely. After initialization, an oplet’s subsequent requests for memory are intercepted
and recorded. If an oplet asks for more memory than the depot can afford in the current
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Figure 3.4: The execution environment of native oplets
state, brk or its equivalent will fail even if the underlying OS could fulfill the request
(possibly at the risk of thrashing). The second limitation of ptrace is no interface to abort
system calls. This is circumvented by replacing the oplet supplied system call argument
with a value, for example -1, that will cause the system call to fail at the system call
entry and then modifying the return value to indicate an error inside the depot that no
more memory can be allocated at the system call exit. The ptrace based system call
interposition framework also provides an easy way to suspend or terminate execution of an
oplet by sending signals to the the traced NFU process in which the native oplet is loaded
to execution.
When an oplet is terminated before completion, all states are lost except the changes
made to IBP allocations during the execution. Endpoints can use this feature to determine
the extent of execution by examining the content of IBP allocations, which provides a weak
form of checkpointing at the user level as opposed to checkpointing all process states at
the system level. System level checkpointing is valuable primarily for long-running com-
putations on closely-coupled clusters where the cost of migration is low. However, NFU
operations are intended to be used in aggregate, and to be spread across nodes in the wide
area. Thus, the set of possible resources to use is large, but any individual node is not
reliable, and communication may be expensive. When writing NFU operations, it is not
expected to enforce an upper bound on their resource utilization that matches the limits
set by depots, because resource utilization is difficult to quantify and control in non-trivial
code. To use NFU operations, endpoints can code operations to enable smaller units of
work and switch to smaller units when they are having trouble with larger units. Endpoints
can also resume execution from the last “checkpoint” retrieved from IBP allocations.
3.2.2 Running Java Oplets
Java has been increasingly used for cycle sharing over the Internet because of its portability
across execution environment and built-in sandboxing technology. Instead of constructing
and destructing a JVM for every Java oplet, a single JVM is created at depot startup using
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Figure 3.5: The execution environment of Java oplets
the Java Native Interface. This JVM is shared later by all Java oplets. The execution
environment for Java oplets is shown in Figure 3.5.
When a request comes for running a Java oplet, a new JExec object is initialized. The
default Java class loader caches previously loaded objects. This causes new versions of an
oplet with the same name never get loaded because the class loader assumes that they
have been loaded. Jexec fixes this by creating a customized class loader so that only the
intended oplet is loaded into JVM as long as different versions of oplets are stored in different
IBP allocations. Java oplets are executed in a newly forked Java thread, which is under
complete control of JExec, i.e. the execution of an oplet can be suspended, resumed or
stopped. JExec is also responsible for reading data from input IBP allocations, passing
them to newly constructed Java objects, invoking the intended oplet method to perform
computation on Java objects, updating output IBP allocations and sending results back to
the endpoint.
The Java security manager is used to restrict a Java oplet’s access to system resources,
such as files and network connections. The security policy is configured in a way that Java
oplets have the minimum access permissions while the controlling objects such as JExec have
full access. Unfortunately, the Java security manager does not provide a way to enforce
any kind of limit on memory allocation or thread creation. JVM Tool Interface (JVMTI)
provides a way to inspect the state and to control the execution of code running in the JVM.
Although JVMTI can be used to control Java oplet’s consumption of CPU and memory by
transforming the Java bytecode, it is not the emphasis of this dissertation. Java is not a
mainstream programming language for data-intensive computing because of the overhead to
interpret and monitor bytecode execution. nfu exec jbytecode is created to demonstrate
that the exec library can be easily extended to include other execution environments.
3.3 The exProc: A Data Structure for Aggregating Network
Computations
Because of the weak semantics of NFU operations, computation abstractions with strong
properties must be built at a higher layer by aggregating a large number of primitive NFU
operations. The fundamental tool of such aggregation is the decomposition of high level
algorithms and data they operate on to a set of operations and dependencies between them.
An XML encoded data structure called the exProc is defined to represent outputs of such
decomposition. Similar to the exNode, which describes the mapping from logical files to IBP
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<exproc xmlns="http://loci.cs.utk.edu/nfu" name="raycast" version="0.1">
#use the exec lib to dynamically load an operation
<import url="localhost:///export/execlib.xml" name="execlib"/>
#use the visualization cook book library
<import url="localhost:///export/vcblib.xml" name="vcblib"/>
#operations defined in this section will be executed in parallel
<parallel name="rcast-parallel" spot−check−rate="0.1">
<for counter="i" from="0" to="100" step="1">
#use the raycast function in vcblib
<operation name="raycast-${i}" type="vcblib:raycast"> 10
<parameter index="0" iotype="IBP_REF_RD">#input data specified by an exnode
<value datatype=xnd">jet-${i}.xnd</value>
</parameter>
<parameter index=1" iotype="IBP_VAL_IN"> #visualization parameters in XML
<value datatype=xml">vis_spec.xml</value>
</parameter>
<parameter index=2" iotype="IBP_VAL_OUT">#output dumped to a local file
<foutput>output/rcast−jet−${i}</foutput>
</parameter>
</operation> 20
. . .
Figure 3.6: An example exProc used in volume visualization
storage allocations, exProc aggregates NFU operations to implement a full-fledged network
computation. Since the decomposition is not an easy task when data cannot be easily
partitioned and complex data or control dependencies are involved, the primary design
goal of the exProc is to allow users to concentrate on the decomposition of algorithm and
data without dealing with the complexity of running operations over the network. The
lors compute tool from LoRS will take care of the runtime scheduling and management of
network computations.
Figure 3.6 shows an example exProc. The spot-check-rate attribute is explained in
Section 6.2. exProc borrows ideas from works in Grid workflow specification languages [Alt
et al., 2005,Fahringer et al., 2005,Jagatheesan, 2004] that aim to shield the complexity of the
underlying grid infrastructure. exProc allows users to define a graph of operations connected
by control and data flow links in an intuitive way. A basic set of constructs is provided
to simplify the specification of control, including sequential, parallel, loop and conditional
sections. For example, the while loop construct allows an operation to be repeated with
different arguments dynamically from the result of its predecessor until the stop condition is
satisfied. Data dependency between operations is represented by input-output relationships
that are automatically enforced in the workflow execution.
3.4 Supporting Legacy Applications
In the “pure” architectural model as described in [Beck et al., 2003], NFU operations are
restricted to typeless bytes in RAM that are either local memory allocations or memory
mappings of local disk allocations. Typecasting has to be performed and any data movement
between depots must be explicitly directed by endpoints using IBP data movement calls
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int main(int argc, char **argv) { main
if (argc < 3) {. . .}
fd = open(argv[idx], flags);
read(buf, fd, size);
lseek(fd, offset, where);
int nfu func(int npara, nfu para *paras) {
if (npara < 3) {. . .}
//associate fd with paras[idx−1];paras[idx−1].offset=0;
fd = nfu fs open(idx, flags);
//memcpy(buf,paras[idx−1].data+paras[idx−1].offset, size);paras[idx−1].offset+=size; 10
nfu fs read(buf, fd, size);
//switch (where) {case SEEK SET: paras[idx−1].offset=offset; . . .}
nfu fs lseek(fd, offset, where);
Figure 3.7: Function substitutions in a legacy program
(e.g. IBP copy). The need for type conversion in NFU operations is not a problem because
it has to be handled by nearly all programs running across platforms, but there is still a
gap between NFU operations and legacy applications.
File system calls File system is usually the only data abstraction layer in legacy
applications (e.g. video transcoding and text mining) and programmers use standard file
operations (e.g. open, read and write) to access application data stored in files.
Inter-process communication With the exception of embarrassingly parallel prob-
lems, many legacy applications require some form of communication among distributed
parallel programs for various reasons.
To automate the migration from legacy programs to NFU operations, the nfucc tool
is implemented to compile source code of a legacy program to a static or dynamic NFU
operation without the knowledge of special data structures, header files or linkages. The
nfucc tool runs on top of gcc. It constructs a list of necessary header files, performs a
number of function substitutions for standard file operations and links with the nfu file
library. Similar to the libxio library, which implements the standard UN*X I/O alike
interfaces to access files in the LN represented by an exNode, the nfu file library is used
to access data blocks in memory buffers instead of files.
Figure 3.7 shows the kind of function substitutions. The standard main function is
replaced with the programming interface of NFU operations, where nfu func is a user
defined symbol to be used when loading a legacy program with the dynamic linking loader
API. All file operations are replaced with their equivalents in the nfu file library. For
instance, the standard open function gets replaced with nfu fs open, which sets up an
association between a memory buffer and a file descriptor. Subsequent read and write to
the file descriptor will be applied to the memory buffer that has been mapped from an IBP
allocation before nfu func is loaded to run.
In LN, any communication between stand-alone depots must be explicitly controlled by
endpoints using IBP data movement calls, which means that computation and communica-
tion (if there is any) in a single program unit must be invoked as NFU operations and IBP
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data movement calls separately. Imagine we are doing text pattern search in a web log.
Due to data partition, web log segments might not be perfectly separated at the end of a
text line, i.e. the first and the last lines in a text block might be broken. Using pure data
movement and NFU calls, the search process can be implemented using three apart calls:
(i) finding the start of the last line ll if it is fragmented, (ii) copying ll to the depot where
the next text segment is stored, and (iii) doing text search on the last line from the previous
segment and the local segment, not including the last line. However, this is not the usual
way to write a parallel program because programmers have to first identify computation
and communication portions in their programs, and then apply the techniques presented in
Section 5.1 to improve the performance when running a sequence of calls.
One way to avoid communication is to split some of the computation workload to end-
points. In our example, the first and last lines can be skipped and returned together with
the partial search results to the endpoint where they are concatenated and searched to
generate the final results. Although searching a thousand lines of text at an endpoint is
not a big deal, doing a thousand “ghost area” matrix multiplication may overwhelm the
endpoint.
Since communication is inevitable for problems that are not embarrassingly parallel and
application developers are used to well-established programming models and libraries, a
tradeoff is made to allow inter-depot communication in NFU operations through IBP data
movement calls: IBP load, IBP store and IBP copy. With this relaxation, common parallel
programming models can be implemented and used in NFU operations. For instance, the
logistical MPI implementation has been reported.
To enable this relaxation, the system call interposition framework presented in Section
3.2.1 is extended by allowing system calls (e.g. create, read from and write to a socket)
made in IBP data movement calls. To ensure that no other systems calls can go through the
sandbox, the call stack of an oplet is examined at every system call trap. Using the current
and previous ebp base pointers obtained from the PTRACE PEEKDATA calls, stack frames
are traversed and the calling addresses are extracted. The backtrace addresses are then
compared with the call stack graphs that have been generated by profiling the locally linked
IBP data movement calls. If the addresses of the call sequence match the Deterministic
Finite Automata of an IBP data movement call stack, the trapped system call is allowed.
Otherwise, the running oplet is terminated. If communication among parallel computations
is not frequent, (e.g., only one out of thousands of text lines is exchanged in the web log
search example), the overhead of trapping system calls and checking against call graphs
should be negligible.
Note that allowing IBP data movement calls in NFU operations does not necessarily
imply that the LN architecture is impractical. Smart task analysis and scheduling tools may
make this relaxation unnecessary. For instance, tools can transform a MPI program into a
graph of NFU operations and IBP data movement calls, and then schedule their execution
in the LN infrastructure from endpoints. This would be a good research topic, but it is not
part of the dissertation.
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Chapter 4
Modeling the Logistical Depot
Previous research in LN has shown the use of IBP for scalable data sharing and NFU
for scalable network computation, by applying the end-to-end principles. In addition to
its capability of being able to provide storage and processing services in a heterogeneous
environment, performance of the logistical depot is critical because it is the most heavily
used resource in the system. The ability to effectively support a reasonable workload (a
number of distributed users with a number of data-intensive applications) will encourage
its use and the migration of data-intensive applications from their traditional execution
environments to LN.
Understanding the performance characteristics of logistical depots and evaluating ap-
proaches to scale them up are useful for the design of effective scheduling schemes to im-
prove both application performance and depot resource utilization. We desire to develop
a methodology to investigate the performance impacts of running storage and processing
services simultaneously within the logistical depot. Assuming the hardware and software
configurations of the logistical depot are fixed, our primary goal is to identify the perfor-
mance effects of different mixes of data movement and data processing workloads, and to
evaluate approaches to improve the performance of the logistical depot, primarily utilization
and throughput.
Two commonly used evaluation techniques for performance characterization are mea-
surement and modeling. As an initial step, measurements performed on an idle system can
provide service time distributions of various components in a system. Further more, one
can use a representative workload generated by actual or emulated users to understand the
behavior of a system. Measurement yields the greatest fidelity with respect to the actual
hardware and software configurations. However, measurements are often made without
a structural model as guidance. Thus, they cannot be easily analyzed and conclusions
drawn are difficult to generalize to other systems or even to the same system with small
configuration changes.
Modeling includes simulation, statistical analysis and analytical methods. Modeling
usually gives results in the form of response time, system throughput and device utiliza-
tion under various workloads and configurations. Among them, the analytical method is
the most popular because it can economically generate insights into a system. However,
constructing analytical models often involves simplifying assumptions for the sake of mathe-
matical tractability. As a result, they are usually gross approximations of real systems. The
successes of these models depend heavily on how closely they can predict the performance
of actual systems.
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An open queueing system A closed queueing system
Figure 4.1: Two types of queuing networks.
Table 4.1: Three classes of jobs that the logistical depot is designed to serve
Management class 0 Reserve and maintain storage allocations
Data Movement class 1 Download from, upload to and copy between allocations
Data Processing class 2 Transform bytes in storage allocations
This chapter attempts to combine the two techniques, measurement and analytical mod-
eling, for the performance analysis of logistical depots. In particular, a closed queuing net-
work model is chosen to represent the logistical depot. Initial measurements are made on
a logistical depot to parameterize the model, and the results obtained from the analytical
model are analyzed for the design of effective scheduling techniques at endpoints.
4.1 Model Development
In computer system modeling, a queuing network is a network of arbitrarily connected
queues of jobs. Each queue of jobs is served by one or more servers (devices). A job that
finishes its service in one queue may leave the network or join another queue. Two distinct
types of queuing networks have been previously investigated are open systems and closed
systems as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Jobs in an open system enter the network from exterior
sources, and leave the network to external sinks. The number of jobs in the system is a
random variable since jobs enter the network, are serviced at various servers, and exit. In
contrast, jobs in a closed system do not enter or leave the network, but pass through various
servers. The number of jobs in the system is a constant. It has been shown in [Gordon
and Newell, 1967] that an open queuing system with exponential servers is equivalent to a
closed system with one more stage of service.
CPU, disk and network channels are the resources where contention occurs in a logistical
depot, and therefore require detailed modeling. Table 4.1 lists three types of jobs in a
logistical depot. Job processing starts with evaluating a request. After the class of the
job is identified, a process is dispatched to execute the corresponding service routine. The
steps involved in each class of jobs are explained below. We will concentrate on the most
important steps. The connection setup and exchange of protocol messages are not discussed
here and they are not considered in this modeling exercise.
Storage management routines (e.g. IBP allocate and IBP manage) only cause a small
amount of CPU, disk and network activity, therefore, they are excluded from the model.
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The service routine for data movement jobs (IBP load, IBP store and IBP copy) is modeled
by the following two loops:
• CPU processing 1→ read from disk→ CPU processing 1→ write to network;
• CPU processing 1→ read from network→ CPU processing 1→ write to disk.
The CPU service components associated with the disk and network activities are mod-
eled as a single service time CPU processing 1, which includes IBP protocol processing
and OS interrupt handling. CPU processing 1 ends when the job blocks on a disk or
network I/O. Both loops seem inefficient because the disk and network activities are not
overlapped. However, when there are multiple outstanding data movement jobs, disk and
network activities belonging to different jobs tend to overlap. Similarly, the service routine
for data processing jobs is modeled as a single loop:
• CPU processing 2 → read from|write to disk
Similar to CPU processing 1, CPU processing 2 involves protocol handling and OS
related processing, and it stops when the job blocks on a disk I/O. More importantly, CPU
processing 2 transforms bytes in memory buffers. To separate data processing and data
movement jobs, we require that users leave the transformed bytes in storage allocations
when the transformation is done. If any user needs the output at different locations, data
movement requests have to be explicitly invoked to direct the date transfer. As a result, no
network activities are modeled for data processing jobs.
We assume that disk read and write activities are triggered by page faults in both data
movement jobs (class one) and data processing jobs (class two). When the data movement
routine or the data processing routine references a byte that is not in main memory, a disk
read or write request will be issued by the OS to load the missing page.∗ By using the
same mechanism to trigger disk activities instead of using a simpler read→ write loop for
class one jobs, we attempt to ensure that both classes of jobs have the same disk service
time distribution, which is necessary for the queuing network model to have consistent
independence balance equations for a solution.
A queuing network model attempts to represent in detail the processing of an individual
job. From the above description, it seems to be a convenient representation of class one
and class two jobs and it can provide us with a clear understanding of the logistical depot
performance under various mixes of workloads. The closed queuing network model is chosen
here in which multiple clients request storage or computation services. At any time, a client
may have more than one outstanding request to a particular logistical depot. However,
the clients are not explicitly modeled because they normally use non-shared resources and
they primarily interact with the network module to send or receive data. We assume that
the logistical depot being modeled operates under heavy demand conditions, i.e. there are
sufficient number of jobs waiting for services, so that once a job leaves the system another
job enters immediately and joins the end of a queue. Thus, the closed queuing network
model is an appropriate representation of the logistical depot.
Our model is essentially a multi-class queuing network because we have two distinct
classes of jobs. In multi-class queuing networks, the choice of scheduling discipline is im-
portant because jobs are distinguishable. There are a large number of scheduling disciplines
∗In Linux and many other operating system implementations, more than one pages will be loaded because
of prefetching.
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that can be represented in a multi-class queuing network. For our purposes, however, the
following three disciplines are sufficient. There are referred as type 1, type 2 and type 3
servers in the BCMP † paper [Baskett et al., 1975].
Type 1 The service discipline is first-come-first-served (FCFS). All jobs have the
same exponential service time distribution. Type 1 servers are appropriate models of disks
because preemptive scheduling is not efficient for disks.
Type 2 The service discipline is processor sharing (PS) (i.e. each job receives 1/n of
the service when there are n jobs at the server). Each class of jobs may have a distinct
exponential service time distribution. Type 2 servers are appropriate for CPUs because
round robin (RR) scheduling approaches PS.
Type 3 Each class of jobs may have a distinct exponential service time distribution.
The service rate depends on the number of jobs at the server (i.e. the number of virtual
servers is greater than or equal to the maximum number of jobs in queue). Type 3 servers
are appropriate for routing delays in a network.
In order to calculate the steady state probabilities and performance statistics such as
utilization and throughput, a number of assumptions are made in the modeling process for
analytical tractability.
1. The CPU processing of class one and class two jobs are modeled as a single type 2
server. This is a reasonable assumption for data processing jobs because jobs from
distributed clients may belong to different applications, and therefore require differing
amounts of processing time. However, the exponential assumption is pessimistic for
data movement jobs because the interrupt service routine for a page fault or a network
I/O has much smaller variance in the service time.
2. The processing of disk read or write caused by a page fault is modeled as a type 1
server. The assumption of an exponential distribution for page fault service times
gains some credence from the realization that the durations of disk access, transfer
latency and posting delays are in general independent of one another. If there are
multiple disks, the model assumes that there is an equal probability that the requests
are routed to any one of the disks.
3. The network module of a logistical depot contains a finite number of outstanding
send|receive buffers, therefore the network interface is explicitly modeled as multiple
type 3 servers. Each server represents a group of connections to clients that have
similar network conditions and processing speeds. This is a reasonable approximation
and the details are discussed in Section 4.3.
Note that our goal is not to accurately predict the capacity of a logistical depot, but
to provide an understanding of the overall performance characteristics, and to identify the
effects of different mixes of computation and data movement workloads. Therefore, the
accuracy of the results obtained from the queuing network model with the assumptions
listed above will be considered sufficient.
†The acronym is composed of a concatenation of the first letters of the last names of the authors.
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µ01
µ02
CPU, Type 1 Server
Disks, Type 2 Servers
Network, Type 3 Servers
p0,0,r
µ1
µd
p0,1,r
p0,d,r
d servers
µd+1
µd+w
p0,d+1,1
w servers
p0,d+w,1
N1 circulating data movement jobs
N2 circulating data processing jobs
Figure 4.2: A closed queuing network model of logistical depots
The final model is represented schematically in Figure 4.2. The system has r = 2 classes
of circulating jobs and d+w+1 servers, with server 0 representing the CPU, server 1, ..., d
representing the disks and server d + 1, ..., d + w modeling the network delays. A class
r job leaving the CPU proceeds to the jth disk or network delay server with probability
p0,j,r, and jobs leaving the peripheral servers proceed directly to the CPU with probability
one. Unlike the general multi-class queuing network, jobs in Figure 4.2 do not change their
classes during service in the network. Other parameters of the model are:
• N1 and N2 are the number of class one (data movement) and class two (data process-
ing) jobs respectively. N = N1 +N2 is the total number of jobs in the system;
• µ01 and µ02 are the service rate of class one and class two jobs at the CPU;
• µ1, ..., µd are the pagefault service rates of disks and µd+1, ..., µd+w are the service
rates of network delay servers;
• p0,1,r, ..., p0,d,r are the transition probabilities of class r (r = 1, 2) jobs from the CPU
to the disks and p0,d+1,1, ..., p0,d+w,1 are the transition probabilities of class one jobs
from the CPU to network delay servers;
• p0,0,r is the probability of one class r job terminates its execution and a new job of
the same class enters the network. The probability of a job making exactly n requests
for CPU processing is (1 − p0,0,r)n−1p0,0,r. Therefore, the expected number of CPU
requests per job is
∞∑
n=1
n(1− p0,0,r)n−1p0,0,r = p0,0,r
p0,0,r2
=
1
p0,0,r
(4.1)
As mentioned earlier, we don’t consider changing the hardware or software configurations
for the performance improvements of a logistical depot. For example, if the disks were to be
a bottleneck under a particular workload, an enhancement could be caching files to avoid
disk access. Instead of making this modification, we desire to balance the CPU and disk
activities by adjusting the mix of class one and class two jobs injected by distributed users.
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4.2 Steady State Analysis of the Model
In our model, two classes of jobs travel through the network according to certain transition
probabilities without changing their classes, i.e. a job of class r that completes service at
server i requires service at server j with a probability pi,j,r. The resulting transition matrix
can be considered as defining a Markov chain whose states are labeled by the pairs (i, r).
Let nir be the number of class r jobs at server i in state S of the model. S is represented by
a vector (x0, x1, ..., xn) where n+1 is the number of servers in the system and xi represents
the prevailing conditions at server i. Note that n = d + w in the logistical depot model
where d is the number of disk servers and w is the number of network delay servers. The
interpretation of xi depends on the type of server i.
• For type 1 servers, xi = [xi1 , xi2 , ..., xini ], where ni is the number of jobs at server i
and xij (1 ≤ j ≤ ni) is the class of the job that is at the jth position in FCFS order.
For any network containing one or more type 1 servers, the expression for a state
S of the network is long to write. Consequently, writing expressions for the balance
equations to find the steady state probabilities is a tedious task. As an alternative,
we define an aggregate state as the number of jobs of each class in a type 1 server,
i.e. xi = [ni1 , ni2 ] where nir is the number of class r jobs in server i. This form is
preferred because they are more concise and lead to computationally more efficient
methods of calculating the normalization constant for closed networks.
• For type 2 and type 3 servers, xi = [ni1 , ni2 ] where nir is the number of class r jobs in
server i. Note that ni2 = 0, i = d+ 1, ..., d+m because only class one jobs enter the
network delay servers in the model. xi has the desired form because positions of jobs
in the queues of type 2 and type 3 servers are not part of the state representation.
Steady state probabilities of queuing networks can be obtained by solving global balance
equations or local balance equations. The global balance equations equate the rate at which
a process enters a state to the rate at which the process leaves that state. The number of
states and the complexity of the global balance equations increase with the number of classes
and jobs. The local balance equations equate the rate at which the process enters a state
due to the movement of a job into a given queue to the rate at which the process leaves
that state due to the movement of a job out of that queue, i.e. local balance is concerned a
queue isolated from the rest of the network. Local balance is a sufficient but not necessary
condition for global balance.
Suppose a state S of the system be (x0, ..., xn) where
∑n
i=0 ni1 = N1 and
∑n
i=0 ni2 = N2,
and the steady state probability of being in state S is P (S). The system can transit out
of this state into (x0, ..., [ni1 − 1, ni2 ], ..., [nj1 + 1, nj2 ], ..., xn) if pi,j,1 > 0, and the system
can transit into this state from (x0, ..., [ni1 + 1, ni2 ], ..., [nj1 − 1, nj2 ], ..., xn) if pi,j,1 > 0. Let
R(Si) be the rate of flow leaving state Si and R(Si → Sj) be the rate of flow from state
Si to state Sj . A solution for the steady state probabilities must satisfy the global balance
equations
∀Si,
∑
∀Sj
P (Sj)R(Sj → Si) = P (Si)R(Si). (4.2)
In contrast, local balance equations deal with a single queue in the network. Easily
observed, the rate at which the system leaves a state S due to the movement of a class r job
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Table 4.2: Server type dependent net service rates
Server type Type 1 Type 2 Type 3
g(µir) µinir/(ni1 + ni2) µirnir/(ni1 + ni2) µirnir
out of queue i is P (S)g(µir). Function g depends on the type of server i as listed in Table
4.2. Considering all the possible movements of class r jobs from queue j in state S′ into
queue i in state S, the rate at which the system enters S due to the movement of the job
into queue i is
∑
pj,i,r>0
P (S′)g(µjr)pj,i,r. By equating the departure rate and the arrival
rate, the local balance equations can be written as
P (S)g(µir) =
∑
pj,i,r>0
P (S′)g(µjr)pj,i,r. (4.3)
Suppose a valid state S of the network model shown in Figure 4.2 be (x0, ..., xn), the
local balance equations are listed below with the left side being the rate of a class r job
leaving a particular queue in state S and the right side being the rate of a class r job
entering that queue. Clearly, the global balance equation can be obtained by equating the
sum of the left sides to the sum of the right sides.
P (S)(
n01
n01 + n02
)µ01 = P (S)(
n01
n01 + n02
)µ01p0,0,1
+
d∑
i=1
P ([n01 − 1, n02 ], ..., [ni1 + 1, ni2 ], ..., xn)(
ni1 + 1
ni1 + ni2 + 1
)µi
+
d+w∑
i=d+1
P ([n01 − 1, n02 ], ..., [ni1 + 1, 0], ..., xn)(ni1 + 1)µi
P (S)(
n02
n01 + n02
)µ02 = P (S)(
n02
n01 + n02
)µ02p0,0,2
+
d∑
i=1
P ([n01 , n02 − 1], ..., [ni1 , ni2 + 1], ..., xn)(
ni2 + 1
ni1 + ni2 + 1
)µi
P (S)(
ni1
ni1 + ni2
)µi = P ([n01 + 1, n02 ], ..., [ni1 − 1, ni2 ], ..., xn)(
n01 + 1
n01 + n02 + 1
)µ01p0,i,1,∀di=1
P (S)(
ni2
ni1 + ni2
)µi = P ([n01 , n02 + 1], ..., [ni1 , ni2 − 1], ..., xn)(
n02 + 1
n01 + n02 + 1
)µ01p0,i,2,∀di=1
P (S)ni1µi = P ([n01 + 1, n02 ], ..., [ni1 − 1, 0], ..., xn)(
n01 + 1
n01 + n02 + 1
)µ01p0,i,1, ∀d+wi=d+1
(4.4)
The important BCMP paper [Baskett et al., 1975] established that queuing networks
satisfied the local balance equations also have a product form solution. The steady-state
probabilities are given by
P (x0, x1, ..., xn) =
1
G
f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn), (4.5)
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where G is a normalizing constant to make the steady state probabilities sum to one and
each fi is a function that depends on the type of server i. Let eir be the probability that a
class r job passes through server i on its passage from the source to the destination, fi(xi)
can be represented as
• For type 1 servers, fi(xi) = ni!
∏2
r=1{(1/nir!)eirnir}(1/µi)ni , where ni = ni1 + ni2
and µi is the service rate for both class 1 and class 2 jobs;
• For type 2 servers, fi(xi) = ni!
∏2
r=1{(1/nir!)(eir/µir)nir}, where ni = ni1 + ni2 and
µir is the service rate for class r jobs at server i;
• For type 3 servers, fi(xi) =
∏2
r=1{(1/nir!)(eir/µir)nir}.
Since a class 1 (data movement) job could be with any one of the CPU, disks or network
delay servers during its lifetime, therefore,
e01 +
d∑
k=1
ek1 +
d+w∑
k=d+1
ek1 = 1 (4.6)
However, a class 2 (data processing) job does not cause any network activity and it can
only be queued in the CPU or disk servers, thus
e02 +
d∑
k=1
ek2 = 1 (4.7)
Clearly, the probability that a class r job passes through server i is the sum of the
probabilities of that job passes through all server k that can transit to server i with a
transition probability pkir, that is
eir =
d+w∑
k=0
ekr × pkir (4.8)
In Figure 4.2, jobs leaving the peripheral servers proceed directly to the CPU server
with probability one and jobs do not transit between the disk servers and the network
delay servers without passing through the CPU server, i.e. pk,0,r = 1 and pk,i,r = 0 for
k, i = 1, ..., d+ w. Thus, equation 4.8 is equivalent to the following:
e01 = e01p0,0,1 +
d+w∑
k=1
ek,0,1
e02 = e02p0,0,2 +
d∑
k=1
ek,0,2
ek1 = e01p0,k,1, k = 1, ..., d+ w
ek2 = e02p0,k,2, k = 1, ..., d
(4.9)
The equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.9 can be easily solved to obtain ekr, which is the probability
that a class r job passes through server i during its circulation in the system.
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e01 = 1/(1 +
d+m∑
k=1
p0,k,1) = 1/(2− p0,0,1)
e02 = 1/(1 +
d∑
k=1
p0,k,2) = 1/(2− p0,0,2)
ek1 = p0,k,1/(2− p0,0,1), k = 1, ..., d+ w
ek2 = p0,k,2/(2− p0,0,2), k = 1, ..., d
(4.10)
P (x0, x1, ..., xn) = f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn)/G with the above eir satisfies the local balance
equations 4.4, therefore, it also satisfies the global balance equation. The normalization
constant G can be calculated using the fact that the sum of all valid P (x0, x1, ..., xn) over
a restricted state space will be equal to one. Since every state S = (x0, x1, ..., xn) in which∑n
i=0 ni1 = N1 and
∑n
i=0 ni2 = N2 represent a possible state of the system, it follows that
G =
∑
∀∑ni=0 ni1=N1,∑ni=0 ni2=N2
f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn). (4.11)
Computational efficient algorithms [Buzen, 1973,Reiser, 1977] have been published to
calculate the normalization constant G. However, it is not the focus of this dissertation. A
recursive implementation is employed to calculate G for simplicity.
4.3 Parameterization
A closed queuing network model logistical depots has been established and solved in Section
4.1 and 4.2. To understand its implications on a production logistical depot, several stand-
alone measurements have been performed to parameterize a system configured as a logistical
depot. The system runs Linux-2.6.20 and its configuration is shown in Table 4.3.
Statistics of different operations performed in a typical data movement job or data
processing job need to be obtained through measurements. If a measurement cannot be
obtained, an estimate for the corresponding parameter is used, which is intended merely to
provide an idea of the range. Two design goals of the experiments are
Functionality Service time distributions of the CPU, disk and network delay servers
and transition probabilities between various components in the model should be measured
with acceptable accuracy;
Simplicity The operating system kernel seems to be the most appropriate place to
obtain the service time of a disk or network I/O. The instrumentation code planted into
the kernel should be easy to manage, and it should not impose too much overhead.
Table 4.3: Configuration of a logistical depot
CPU Memory Disk Network Interface Card
2.2GHz AMD64 2GB 66MHz SATA Gigabit Ethernet PCI Express
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Disk, Type 2 Server CPU, Type 1 Server Network, Type 3 Servers
p0,1,2
p0,1,1
p1,0,1=1
p1,0,2=1
p0,0,1
p0,0,2
p0,2,1
p2,0,1=1
p0,3,1
p3,0,1=1
Figure 4.3: The model of a logistical depot (dram.cs.utk.edu) for parameterization.
Table 4.4: Examples of class two CPU service times (ms per request)
plain text search 64× 64 matrix multiplication raycasting for volume visualization
0.8 2.9 13.6
We instrument the Linux kernel scheduler (kernel/sched.c) with code to log process
scheduling events. Instead of using the heavy weight kernel printk, the log entries are
written in a memory buffer during the experiment and then dumped to a file after the
experiment finishes. In this way, the logging overhead is kept minimal and the system
behavior is not affected by syslogd that outputs log messages. A set of stand-alone ex-
periments are designed, each generating one of the breakdowns in a typical class one or
class two job, for example disk and network I/O requests. By designing the kernel patch
and experiments appropriately, we have been able to separately quantify the parameters of
the queuing network model shown in Figure 4.3. We are fully aware of the fact that these
numbers obtained in the following subsections are approximates of their true counterparts.
Since we didn’t run other services other than the experiment process, the measurements
are considered accurate enough.
4.3.1 Service Time of CPU Requests
Service times of a class one (1/µ01) or class two (1/µ02) CPU request can be calculated
by t1 − t2 where t2 is the time that a process is scheduled to take over the CPU and t1 is
the time the process gives up the CPU voluntarily because the service has been completed.
During t1 − t2, the process may be stopped because a time slice has expired. These data
points need to be identified and purged. As mentioned earlier, the exponential assumption
is weak for class one jobs as shown in Figure 4.4.
Since different applications may have distinct CPU service time distributions, a general
distribution for all possible class two jobs cannot be easily obtained. Instead, we obtain the
mean service times of three typical class two applications in Table 4.4. The raycasting is
performed with image size 800 and step size 0.1.
While there may be considerable dependence among the statistical properties of jobs
from a particular user, these jobs begin their service intervals at widely spaced times, mixed
with jobs from many other users, therefore making the assumed exponential service time
distribution of class two jobs a reasonable approximation. The mean service time of class
one jobs in Figure 4.4 is about 0.067 ms/request. Compared with those of class two jobs,
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of CPU service times for class one (data movement) jobs
it has a much smaller utilization of the CPU, thus the exponential assumption should not
have a significant impact to the accuracy of the model.
4.3.2 Service Time of Disk I/O
Service times of page faults (µ1) can be calculated as t′1− t′2, where t′2 is the time a process
gives up CPU voluntarily because of a blocking disk I/O request and t′1 is the time that
process is ready to be scheduled because the I/O has been completed. The distribution
for service times of page faults is also assumed to be exponential. Figure 4.5 shows that
the distribution is not skewed and approximating it by an exponential distribution with 0.6
ms/request as the mean will not have a significant effect [Price, 1976].
In order to measure the time spent on every page fault, the experiment program keeps
generating page faults memory mapped to four different files on disk alternately, emulating
four simultaneous class one jobs. We believe the distribution tends to be “more exponential”
when there are more independent users accessing the disk, and we assume read from the
disk and write to the disk because of a page fault have the same service time distribution.
Note that the number measured is the service time to read or write several system pages
(16 pages, totaling 64KB) instead of a single page due to the anticipatory prefaulting in the
Linux page fault handler.
4.3.3 Service Time of Network I/O
Service times of a network I/O (i.e. 1/µ2 or 1/µ3) can be calculated as t′1 − t′2 as well.
We assume the service time of sending and receiving have the same distribution. Figure
4.6 shows the network service time distributions of sending data from dram.cs.utk.edu
(connected to a 100Mbps Ethernet switch) to two hosts in the wide area. Similar to disk
I/O, approximating them by exponential distributions will not affect performance.
The distribution of mean network I/O service times of 45 wide area links originating from
dram.cs.utk.edu is shown in Figure 4.7. The plot approximates the combination of two
normal distributions with means 61.4 ms/requests and 136.7 ms/request. This motivates
the use of two separate delay servers in the model, each representing a group of hosts whose
mean service time fits in one of the normal distributions.
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of mean network I/O service times of 45 wide area links.
4.3.4 Transition Probabilities
Recall that p0,0,1 and p0,0,2 determine the expected number of iterations that a class one or
class two job circulates in the system. For example, p0,0,1 = 0.01 means that a class one
job repeats the cpu→disk→cpu→network cycle 100 times before exiting the system. It is
clear that smaller p0,0,r(r = 1, 2) makes a longer job execution.
Class two jobs make use the CPU server and the disk server. Thus, the transition
probability from the CPU server to the disk server p0,1,2 = 1− p0,0,2. Class one jobs could
depart from the CPU server to both the disk server and the network delay servers, thus
1 − p0,0,1 = p0,1,1 + p0,2,1 + p0,3,1. We observe that the average number of page faults and
network I/O requests in a class one job are roughly equal, therefore p0,1,1 = p0,2,1+p0,3,1. For
example, sending 256MB data across the wide area causes on average 4110 page faults and
3956 network I/O requests. By measuring the area covered by the two normal distributions
in Figure 4.4(b), p0,2,1/p0,3,1 = 1.3. It follows that
p0,1,1 = (1− p0,0,1)/2;
p0,2,1 = 0.57(1− p0,0,1)/2;
p0,3,1 = 0.43(1− p0,0,1)/2.
(4.12)
4.4 Model Results
To compare the performance of various system configurations, model results are presented
and interpreted. We are primarily interested in the utilization of system resources. At the
same time, we consider throughput of the system from a user’s perspective. These results
provide us with a quantitative understanding of the behavior of logistical depots under
different workloads of data movement and data processing jobs.
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4.4.1 Device Utilization
Utilization of a device is equal to the portion of time that the device is not idle. Let ai
denote the steady state probability that the ith, i = 0, ..., d+w device is not idle. Since the
ith device is active if and only if ni1 + ni2 > 0, it follows that
ai =
∑
∀ni1+ni2>0
P (x0, x1, ..., xn) =
∑
∀ni1+ni2>0
1
G
f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn) (4.13)
The utilization curves for the CPU and disk with various configurations are shown in
Appendix Figure 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. Indents in the curves are caused by rounding the number
of jobs to the nearest integer. In general, disk utilization increases with the number of jobs
in the system. The same trend holds for CPU utilization except when µ02 = 0.4ms. In that
case, disk is the system bottleneck since µ02 < µ1. Other observations from these plots are
• “Heaviness” of class two jobs affects resource utilization significantly. For example,
with 1/µ02 = 2.0ms, the system has nearly 100% CPU utilization and 72% disk
utilization. In contrast, with 1/µ02 = 1.2ms, the lines with green triangle in Figure
7.1, the system can improve the disk utilization to 86% without sacrificing the CPU
utilization. On a system with fixed hardware configuration, it is desirable to choose
class two jobs with appropriate mean service time to make a balanced system.
• The length of jobs has very limited impacts to system utilization. Usually a longer
job is preferred because it has less execution overhead compared with dividing it into
a bunch of shorter jobs. However, in a distributed system, a longer job means more
unpredictability in timeouts and losing more work when a fault occurs. Choosing the
right length of jobs requires to consider fault rate in a system and depot resource
allocation policy at the same time.
• More heavy weight class two jobs in a system, more jobs are waiting for the CPU,
making a low disk utilization. In a unbalanced system (1/µ02 = 2.0ms and N1 =
N2, the lines with solid sky blue rectangle in Figure 7.3), system utilization can be
improved by choosing an optimal job mix, for example 70% of class one jobs and 30%
of class two jobs, the lines with empty red rectangle in Figure 7.3.
4.4.2 Throughput
Suppose a logistical depot is observed for time T . Let the amount of time that the CPU is
busy during this time interval for class r jobs is T0r. Since the CPU is active for a class r
job if and only if n0r > 0, it follows that
T0r =
∑
∀n0r>0
{P (x0, x1, ..., xn)T n0r(n01 + n02)
} =
∑
∀n0r>0
{ 1
G
f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn)T
n0r
(n01 + n02)
}
(4.14)
Equation 4.1 shows that the expected number of CPU requests per job is 1/p0,0,r, thus
the expected amount of CPU processing time per class r job is 1/µ0rp0,0,r. It follows that
the expected number of class r jobs processed during the time interval is T0r/(1/µ0rp0,0,r).
Hence the average number of class r jobs processed per unit time tr is
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tr =
∑
∀n0r>0
{ 1
G
f0(x0)f1(x1)...fn(xn)
n0r
(n01 + n02)
}µ0rp0,0,r (4.15)
The throughput curves for class one and class two jobs with various configurations are
shown in Appendix Figure 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. In general, throughput of class one jobs increases
with the number of class one jobs in the system. This is because the bottleneck for class
one jobs is the network delay servers whose net service rates increase with the number of
customers. As a result, the same trend does not hold for class two jobs, whose bottleneck
depends on their mean service time. Other observations from these plots are
• Due to PS at the CPU and FCFS at the disk, the throughput of class two jobs
decreases and that of class one jobs increases with a larger class two mean service
time. Its implications are: for logistical depots, it is important to choose class two
jobs with the right “weight” for the best system throughput; for users, choosing a
large mean service time does not gain any benefit.
• The length of class two jobs does not impact the throughput of class one jobs. This is
a desirable property because different classes of jobs are isolated. By using a shorter
job, one can improve job response time without losing utilization of remote resources.
• The percent of class two jobs in a system has a much larger influence on the throughput
than class one jobs. On a heavily loaded system, sacrificing a few class two jobs to
get more class one jobs might be an option for better system throughput.
As would be expected, network is still the performance bottleneck of wide area data-
intensive computing systems due to limited bandwidth and long latency. We have seen that
the network delay servers in our mode have a large mean service time. One way to improve
bandwidth is to run multiple jobs on a set of logistical depots. The latency issue can be
lightened if data can keep flowing in a network connection. In both cases, an intelligent
endpoint scheduler is needed to manage job execution in the network so that an adequate
application performance can be achieved.
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Chapter 5
Scalable Scheduling of Network
Computations
Data-intensive applications typically use large amounts of CPU cycles and extremely large
datasets to solve scientific problems. However, the design intent of IBP and NFU is to
maximize the generality of services that can be provided by intermediate nodes. The idea of
generality includes the ability to support a widely varied set of high level applications and the
ability to subsume a highly heterogeneous collection of low level technologies, for example,
general-purpose computation on FPGA and graphics hardware. LN approaches generality
by exposing a model of services that is very fine-grained. IBP allocations are limited in
size and duration. Similarly, NFU imposes limits on CPU cycles and storage needed by a
computation. As a result, fragmentation of both the processing algorithm and the data it
transforms must be applied, either at a single node or across many nodes with attendant data
movement for fault tolerance and possible parallelism. It is the responsibility of endpoints
to orchestrate a large amount of fine-grained computations distributed in the network. The
adaptive scheduling techniques developed can scale down to a single intermediate node to
hide network latency and can scale up to a network of heterogeneous nodes for dynamic
load balancing and workload control.
5.1 Hiding Network Latency in the Wide Area
Fragmentation of computation and data introduces detailed control over the functioning
of intermediate nodes. It is often objected that LN cannot possibly provide adequate per-
formance in applications where the sequence of operations to be performed is dynamically
determined and issued during the execution of an application protocol, due to high syn-
chronous communication latencies between endpoints and intermediate nodes.
Instruction caching and scheduling have been successfully used in computer architec-
tures to hide instruction issue latency on a single processor [Patterson and Hennessy, 1998]:
instruction caching fetches operations from the high speed cache instead of from the low
speed main memory and instruction scheduling populates multiple operations to different
stages of a processor pipeline by reducing control and data hazards. Considering the inter-
mediate node as a instruction execution unit and the endpoint as an instruction issue unit,
both techniques can be borrowed to reduce the instruction issue latency in the wide area.
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Prior to HTTP/1.1 [Fielding et al., 1997], a separate TCP connection was established
for each URL in a web page. The use of embedded images and other objects often re-
quire a client to make multiple requests to the same web server. In HTTP/1.1, persistent
connections are the default behavior of any HTTP connection. Its advantages include:
• CPU and memory resources are saved in intermediate nodes (routers) and endpoints
(clients, servers, proxies, gateways, or caches);
• Network congestion is alleviated by reducing the number of TCP open/close packets,
and by giving TCP sufficient time to determine the congestion state of a network;
• Latency on subsequent requests is reduced since there will be no time spent to setup
a TCP connection.
Similarly, an asynchronous interface of the IBP protocol is developed to enable oper-
ations to be issued and responses to be received separately. With that interface, we can
pipeline IBP and NFU operations on a single persistent TCP connection: later operations
can be issued before earlier operations have completed, up to a maximum pipelining depth
that is controlled by the local policies of a depot. Requests in the pipelining are received
by the depot in-order. However, response from the depot can be out-of-order to maximize
performance and minimize the use of buffer resources at the depot, using per-operation tags
to keep service requests correctly associated with their responses.
In computer architectures, a hazard is a potential problem that can happen in a pipelined
processor supporting out-of-order execution of instructions. It refers the potential danger
when a CPU tries to simultaneously execute multiple instructions with certain data depen-
dence or control dependence. Hazards prevent next instruction from executing during its
designated clock cycle, thus reduce the performance of pipelining. There are three funda-
mental types of hazard:
• Structural hazards occur when a piece of hardware is needed by more than one in-
struction pipelines at the same time;
• Data hazards occur when operands of an instruction depend on the result of a prior
instruction that is still in the pipeline. Typical data hazards are: read after write
(RAW), write after read (WAR) and write after write (WAW);
• Control hazards (also known as branch hazards) occur when the processor is told to
branch, but the information needed to make a conditional branch is not available yet.
Any IBP or NFU operation in the pipelining has three stages: sending the request,
performing the operation, and receiving the response. We don’t consider structural hazards
because depots are shared among operations using per-operation tags by default. Data
hazards between adjacent operations are detected dynamically and enforced by the depot,
using read and write locks. In this section, instruction caching and scheduling techniques
in the context of wide area computation are developed and evaluated to deal with control
hazards. This is the first work that combines instruction scheduling techniques such as loop
unrolling and speculation to hide instruction issue latency in the wide area.
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Figure 5.1: Global flow of data in the distributed merge example
5.1.1 A Distributed Merge Example
In order to demonstrate the power of instruction scheduling and instruction caching tech-
niques to increase the performance of network applications implemented using IBP and
NFU, we present an example of how these approaches can be used to perform a merge
operation on ordered data streams distributed in the wide area. Consider a scenario in
which two large streams of linearly ordered data records originate from different locations,
A and B, within the wide area network, and a single ordered collection, consisting of the
merged contents of both input streams, has to be generated and stored at a third location,
C. As shown in Figure 5.1, the merging of the streams is a multistage process that requires
the movement of data from both A and B to C, as well as the application of a record-level
comparison at C in order to generate the results.
To simplify the example, we assume that each data block consists of a sequence of data
records, plus an additional control record that is used to hold the state of the merge process
itself. If we choose not to combine the representation of data and control state into a single
block, we will need extra input arguments for the merge operation without changing the
algorithm. Each merge block Mi is a fixed-size vector of b records, Mi.val[b], plus three
pointer values, Mi.start, Mi.current and Mi.end. These pointers are initialized to 0, 0 and
b respectively.
A simple non-pipelined merge operation operates on three merge blocks Ai, Bj and Ck,
the first two representing the current blocks in the two streams being merged, and the last
representing the partially generated next block (possibly empty) in the merged result. If
Ai.start ≤ Ai.current < Ai.end, then block Ai has data available to be used in this merge
operation. The same check is applied on Bj , and analogous check ensures that space is
available in Ck for the result. At the end of any merge call, one of the input blocks Ai or
Bj is exhausted, or the output block Ck is full.
Using this simple merge operation, the merge process can be expressed as a sequence
of merge calls, each of which exhausts an input block or fills an output block, or both. In
response to each call, the endpoint issues the next merge call, replacing an empty block
with the next full block in the input stream or replacing a full output block with an empty
one. The movement of data from nodes A and B to C is also directed by the endpoint in
response to the results of each merge call, with an appropriate level of read-ahead to keep
data flowing.
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The obvious problem with this simple scheme is that the endpoint must intervene be-
tween merge calls in order to issue data transfer and merge operations, i.e. the next merge
call cannot be issued until the previous one has finished. Thus, this highly data-dependent
sequence of operations has a collateral sequence of control dependencies that are being re-
solved at the endpoint, imposing latency between two merge operations, which is roughly
the network round trip time (RTT) between the endpoint and the merge node.
5.1.2 Instruction Level Scheduling of IBP Operations
In computer architectures, significant effort has been devoted to the research of instruction
scheduling techniques and algorithms to exploit more Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)
by overcoming structural, data and control hazards. We will show that control dependency
in the distributed merge example described above can be resolved by a combination of
instruction scheduling techniques used in processor pipelining: loop unrolling and speculative
issuing of instructions.
The first step is to expand the inputs and outputs of the merge operation, allowing
multiple blocks in each input stream and in the output stream to be represented in a single
operation. The most basic form of expansion represents two input blocks from each stream,
and four blocks in the output stream in order to balance inputs with outputs. The purpose
of this expansion is not to allow multiple blocks to be processed by a single operation; each
operation still terminates as soon as an input block is exhausted or an output block is filled.
Instead, its purpose is to enable enough ambiguity in the location of data accessed by the
merge operations to transform control dependence into data dependence.
When a pipelined instruction merge(A0, A1, B0, B1, C0, C1, C2, C3) arrives at the depot,
A0.current is compared with A0.start and A0.end. If A0.start ≤ A0.current < A0.end, A0
is used as one of the inputs in this merge operation. If not, pointers of A1 are similarly
checked, and if data is available A1 is used. Otherwise, the merge operation is interpreted
as a no-op. The same checking is performed on the streams from B and C to select the
other merge input and the merge output respectively. The pointers of the merge blocks
operated on are updated by the merge operation accordingly during the computation.
Because each stream is represented by multiple input blocks, and multiple output blocks
are also available, successive operations can proceed without the intervention of the end-
point. With the addition of more input and output blocks, it becomes possible for one
merge operation to compute the pointer values to be used in the next merge operation at
the same time as its result being returned to the endpoint. Thus, as long as neither input
stream exhausts all of its available blocks and the output blocks are not full, the same merge
operation can be restarted multiple times without endpoint’s intervention. Once an input
stream has exhausted all of its available input blocks or all the output blocks are full, the
merge process terminates.
Using the merge operation in this form to implement a pipeline of depth d, the end-
point issues d identical merge operations, on the assumption that the data will be evenly
distributed to allow several operations to be executed without exhausting all of the input
blocks available on either stream. Each time a block is emptied or filled, the result returned
to the endpoint specifies which has occurred, and the next operation issued reflects the
result of the previous operation. To see how this works, an example execution is listed as
follows (the pipelined operations at representative steps are shown in Table 5.1, with active
blocks marked with bars and exhausted or filled blocks marked with hats):
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Table 5.1: Pipelined NFU operations at representative steps
Step Operations in the pipeline
2 merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(A¯′0, A
′
1, B¯
′
0, B
′
1, C¯0, C1, C2, C3)
4 merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(A¯′0, A
′
1, B¯
′
0, B
′
1, Cˆ0, C¯1, C2, C3)
7 merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3)
merge(Aˆ′0, A¯′1, B¯′0, B
′
1, Cˆ0, C¯1, C2, C3)
10 merge(A′1, A′2, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4)
merge(Aˆ′0, A¯′1, Bˆ′0, B¯′1, Cˆ0, Cˆ1, C¯2, C3)
11 merge(A′1, A′2, B′1, B′2, C2, C3, C4, C5)
merge(A′1, A′2, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4)
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4)
merge(Aˆ′0, A¯′1, Bˆ′0, B¯′1, Cˆ0, Cˆ1, C¯2, C3)
1. Choosing a data read-ahead depth of n, the endpoint issues 2n IBP copy operations
to move A0 −An−1, and B0 −Bn−1 to temporary buffers at C, which are referred to
as A′0 −A′n−1 and B′0 −B′n−1 respectively.
2. Choosing an instruction pipeline depth of 4, the endpoint waits until the contents
of A′0 − A′1 and B′0 − B′1 are available, and then issues four identical operations:
merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C0, C1, C2, C3).
3. If the output block C0 becomes full, the first merge operation will terminate and a
result indicating this fact will be sent to the endpoint.
4. The second merge operation will proceed without any intervene from the endpoint,
generating merged data to C1.
5. When the endpoint receives the result of the first merge operation, it will issue a fifth
merge operation: merge(A′0, A′1, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4).
6. If the temporary input buffer A′0 is exhausted next, the second merge operation will
terminate and the result indicating this status will be sent to the endpoint.
7. The third merge operation will proceed, drawing data from A′1.
8. When the endpoint receives the result of the second merge operation, it will wait until
the contents of A′2 are available and then issue an IBP copy to transfer An to A′n as
well as issuing a sixth merge operation: merge(A′1, A′2, B′0, B′1, C1, C2, C3, C4).
9. If the temporary input buffer B′0 is exhausted and the output block C1 becomes full,
the third merge operation will terminate and result indicating this fact will be sent
back to the endpoint.
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10. The fourth merge operation will proceed automatically, drawing data from A′1 and
B′1, and generating data to C2.
11. When the endpoint receives the result of the third merge operation, it will wait
until the contents of B′2 are available and then issue a seventh merge operation:
merge(A′1, A′2, B′1, B′2, C2, C3, C4, C5) and an IBP copy to transfer Bn to B′n.
A set of experiments were run using depots located at the Starlight co-location facility
in Chicago and the Abilene Network Operations Center in Indianapolis as nodes A and B,
and a depot located on the Knoxville campus of the University of Tennessee as node C. The
depth of data pre-fetching on the input streams, i.e. IBP copy pipelining depth between the
client and nodes A and B, varied from 2 to 8, and the pipelining depth of merge operations
between the client and node C varied between 1 to 6. Experiments were then run with three
different client locations, from
1. Being co-resident with the depot that implements the merge operation on node C.
2. Running on a host in the same local area network as node C.
3. Running on a host in the wide area network at the San Diego Supercomputing Center.
Note that case 1 approximates the degree of coupling between issue and execution that is
present in active routers. The record used in all experiments was a single four-byte integer.
Experiments were performed with 256KB and 512KB input/output blocks respectively.
Thus the sizes of a block in records were 64K and 128K. The experimental results of 512KB
blocks are plotted in Appendix Figure 7.7.a to 7.7.d and those of 256KB blocks are plotted in
Appendix Figure 7.7.e to 7.7.h. Each experiment was run 9 times, with the result reported
being the average. The results are summarized as follows:
• As would be expected, the performance of the merge operation increased with in-
creasing block size and depth of read-ahead. Parallelism in the implementation of
read-ahead may have led to the exploitation of more simultaneous TCP streams as
the depth of read-ahead increased.
• In all scenarios, the performance of the sequential cases (merge operation pipeline
depth 1) was lower when the client was separated from node C by the wide area
network than in the other two cases, generally by a factor of 3-4.
• In all cases, a pipeline depth of 6 was sufficient to yield merge performance with the
client separated from node C by the wide area network equivalent to the other two
cases, and in some cases this was achieved with a pipeline depth of 4.
• One unexpected result was that in some cases, the performance was slightly better
when the client was located on another machine in the same local area network as
node C (case 2) than when the client was co-resident on node C (case 1). We believe
that this is due to paging and other contention for resources between the depot and
the client when they were running on the same node.
The results above show that the use of instruction pipelining can effectively overcome
latencies caused by the separation of endpoint and intermediate node in the wide area.
However, our experience with pipelining has shown two things:
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of caching using the distributed merge as an example
• The complexity and specificity of NFU operations required to support pipelining are
increased when techniques such as loop unrolling described above are used to hide
deep pipelining. This approach breaks down when the dynamic resolution of control
dependencies is not predictable.
• When implementing highly repetitive processes such as stream processing, pipelining
requires that IBP operations that are identical or that differ only in the identity of
buffers being processed be continually resent from the client.
5.1.3 Caching IBP Operations
The idea behind caching is to delegate branching decisions close to the execution unit
without going through the wide area network. Following this lead while not violating the
LN architectural principles, the semantics of the IBP protocol are extended with a stored
instruction model. With the caching mechanism, control over the execution of fine-grained
operations can be delegated to the depot explicitly and reverted to the endpoint as needed.
The degree of autonomy granted to the depot at any time is under the complete control of
the endpoint, and can be modified dynamically according to the nature of the computation,
and the changing conditions in the network and the execution environment. Figure 5.2
illustrates how caching works.
In Figure 5.2, a labeled instruction in the cache is defined to be op > {successors},
consisting of a data movement or computation operation op, and a specifier, successors, of
a set of possible successor instructions within the cache. When allowed to issue instructions
autonomously, the depot can issue another instruction from within the set specified by
successors, the choice being determined by a return value generated from the executing op.
A new IBP operation IBP istore(icap, instr) is defined which loads an IBP instruction
instr with a particular label l into an instruction cache specified by a capability icap.
Introducing greater autonomy into the issue of IBP operations requires that proper con-
sideration be given to application of the end-to-end principle in this context. It would be
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a simple matter to allow the client to download a program to the depot cache, and then
initiate the execution of a process in the style of an active networking router or other dy-
namically extensible encapsulated network service. However, such a strategy would generate
encapsulated process state at the depot that is inaccessible to the end system. Instead, we
choose to adopt an approach which allows the client to grant autonomy to the end system in
a limited way that is subject to continual monitoring by the endpoint and requires renewal
in order to continue.
With caching, each connection between an endpoint and a depot is considered to have
a session state consisting of a number of instruction issue credits. The endpoint can in-
crease or decrease the number of credits by an integer n by issuing a special operation
IBP credit(n). The meaning of the issue credits is that if the endpoint issues a special
operation IBP start(l), then the instruction with the specified label l will be executed,
and the issue credits will be decreased by one. The successor instruction will then be is-
sued, and autonomous issue will continue until all the issue credits are consumed. As each
instruction completes, its result is returned to the endpoint, just as if the instruction had
been issued by itself. At that point where all issue credits have been depleted, issue stops.
This allows a task consisting of a fixed number of n instructions to be initiated by setting
the issue credits to n and then issuing an IBP start.
While the issue credits are nonzero, the client may grant further autonomy to the depot
by means of additional IBP credit operations, which can be performed during the execution
of such a task, prolonging the execution and deepening its pipeline indefinitely. At the
extreme, a special call sets the issue credit value to infinity granting the depot full autonomy
to execute processes to completion until an instruction is executed which has no successors.
In order to lessen the burden of supervision on the endpoint, further options can be added
to allow the endpoint to suppress return values. Such option reducing the direct role of the
endpoint in execution at the depot would be exercised at the discretion of the endpoint,
with the option always being available to return to a highly supervised or even synchronous
mode of operation. Thus, autonomy is granted by the endpoint to the depot in a graduated
way, when the endpoint feels that it is necessary and advisable in view of factors such as
congested or faulty behavior of the wide area network.
The caching mechanism allows the endpoint to obtain performance without sacrificing
control when it is needed. Note that issue credits granted by the client allow but do not
obligate the depot to continue issuing instructions from the cache. The depot may, in order
to preserve its own resources, choose not to issue instructions at the earliest opportunity,
and can even reject operations issued directly by the endpoint, allow the pipeline to drain
and close the endpoint’s connection. However, accepting a given amount issue credits is
considered an agreement by the depot to make a best-effort attempt to complete that
number of operations without endpoint’s intervention.
The cached version of the distributed merge example is shown in Figure 5.3. With a
stored instruction model at the depot, the endpoint is able to delegate the resolution of
control dependencies between operations to the depot, and to overcome the problem of
re-sending a stream of identical operations when implementing a highly repetitive process.
The INC operation is used to increase the index of the next active capability for processing
in the capability array. Arrays of IBP capabilities are stored in other IBP allocations and
index variables are used to choose the specific capabilities to operate on in each iteration.
Each array of capabilities has two integer indices associated with it, one to indicate the
length of the array, and the other representing the next active capability for processing.
Figure 5.4 shows an example state of the capability array.
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return_value = ?
recvCopyRsp A
sendCopyReq A
rv = INC (capsA)
recvCopyRsp B
sendCopyReq B
rv = INC (capsB)
rv = INC (capsC) recvCopyRsp A
sendCopyReq A
rv = INC (capsA, capsC)
recvCopyRsp B
sendCopyReq B
return_value = merge(capsA, capsB, capsC, result);
Data Prefetching Step
// Send dataDegree number of IBP_Copy A requests
sendCopyReq A; …; sendCopyReq A
// Send dataDegree number of IBP_Copy B requests
sendCopyReq B; …; sendCopyReq B
// Recv IBP_Copy A responses and keep dataDegree number of IBP_Copy A requests outstanding  
recvCopyRsp A, sendCopyReq A; …; recvCopyRsp A, sendCopyReq A
// Recv IBP_Copy B responses and keep dataDegree number of IBP_Copy B requests outstanding
recvCopyRsp B, sendCopyReq B; …; recvCopyRsp B, sendCopyReq B
A is Empty B is Empty C is Full A is Empty & C is Full
B is Empty 
& C is Full
rv = A is used 
up?
rv = B is used 
up?
rv = C is used 
up? rv = ?
drainUnbalancedData;
rv = INC (capsB, capsC)
rv = ?
Stop
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
A is 
used up
C is 
used up
A is not used up & 
C is not used up
B is not used up & 
C is not used up
B is 
used up
C is 
used up
Merge Step
Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the cached distributed merge example
64K 1 CapA0’ CapA1’ CapA2’ …
s c e s c e s c e
capability array
data blocks
Figure 5.4: An example state of the capability array for data blocks from node A.
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In addition to processing arrays of capabilities representing stored data, the need arises
to handle multiple capabilities in a uniform manner when data transfers implemented as
IBP copy operations are pipelined. In this case, it is necessary to be able to initiate asyn-
chronous send operations and to later block on receiving their responses. The additional
state required to implement this synchronization is implemented as a transaction control
block that has one entry for each outstanding data transfer. The control block is stored in
an allocation that is read and written by the sendCopy and recvCopy operation.
Core of the merge is comprised of a small set of instructions which executes in a highly
repetitive fashion, using a single NFU operation and attendant data movement calls. In
an environment where data transfer is reliable, it is easy to imagine the execution of this
process being very efficient, given a sufficient budget of credits. However, when execution
faults are possible and data transmission errors were to occur, an error might be reported
back to the client, requiring corrective action that is not part of the core merge loop. Both
cases require the endpoint to be able to take control of the merge process.
A sequence of experiments was run to simulate the effect of pipelined execution of the
distributed merge using the instruction cache and issue credits. After issuing some initial
data movement operations to prime the data pipeline, the endpoint would issue a number
of credits allowing the depot to issue that number of instructions from the cache. Then,
as the program executes, credits are issued to allow the continued execution, maintaining
approximately the same number of outstanding credits.
Appendix Figure 7.8 shows the performance of the cached version of the merge example
running with 512KB and 256KB block size respectively. Each data point represents an
averaging of the results of 9 runs. The line marked with “infinite credits” represents the
performance when more than the number of credits required for the entire merge process
to complete is issued initially. For example, in the case of block size 512KB with data
prefetching depth 8, 1920 credits are issued initially. Because several instructions must
be issued corresponding to each pipelined operation, due to the use of asynchronous data
movement, credits and pipeline depth are proportional but not equal. Careful readers may
have noticed that almost in all cases, performance of the pipelined merge with depth 6 is
slightly better than the cached merge with infinite credits. This is because all execution
status of cached instructions (sending IBP copy request, receiving IBP copy response, in-
creasing capability index, and merging) are returned to the remote client. When responses
except that of the merge instruction were suppressed, throughput of cached merge with
infinite credits outperformed that of pipelined merge as expected.
The endpoint grants autonomy to the depot in a limited way that is subject to continual
monitoring by the endpoint and requires renewal in order to continue. Thus, the caching
mechanism is a special form of pipelining in that the endpoint continuously grants credits
instead of issuing specific operations to control program execution at intermediate nodes.
The experience with caching IBP operations has shown two things:
1. The caching model does not have a notion of process states. Thus, it is awkward to
deal with temporary program variables in a graph of cached operations. For instance,
an array index has to be stored in an IBP allocation, use another operation to change
its value, and be passed as an argument to operations that use the array.
2. The depot needs to maintain “session” states (e.g. the number of available credits)
between the execution of operations in the instruction cache, complicating the func-
tionality at intermediate nodes. It appears to contradict the end-to-end arguments
that a function should be placed at intermediate only if it is needed by all endpoints.
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Figure 5.5: One-minute load of PlanetLab nodes.
For these reasons, it is desirable to employ instruction scheduling techniques at endpoints
to overcome control dependency and implement complex program logics, while keeping the
depot as simple as possible.
5.2 Co-scheduling of Network Computation and Replication
As described in previous chapters, computation tasks and the datasets they work on are
partitioned in order to run on the LN infrastructure. To improve throughput and reliability
in the wide area, the partitions are often replicated among k different depots. The value
of k is typically small due to limited storage capacity, transport latency and maintenance
overhead. Thus, the same computation task can be performed at k depots and many com-
putation tasks can happen at the same time. The programming paradigm of these parallel
implementations is usually master-worker, also known as task-farming [Buyya, 1999]. In
the master-worker paradigm, the master (endpoint) is responsible for distributing tasks
among a farm of workers (depots) and collecting partial results. Each worker simply waits
for a task from the master, computes the partial result and sends it back. Considering that
most computations work on local data, tasks are only assigned to workers that have the
corresponding partitions. The master has to explicitly initiate any data movement between
workers before task assignment.
The LN infrastructure is a best-effort, un-orchestrated environment where computation
and storage resources are not reserved beforehand, but, rather, co-scheduled at runtime.
On such a shared distributed infrastructure, traditional parallel algorithms would need to
be adapted with some special methods of scheduling. To get the best performance out of
non-dedicated depots, dynamic management for computation and data replication has to
be tightly coupled. Computation management involves the assignment of parallel tasks,
while data replication management deals with data movement between selected depots.
Both scheduling of computation and scheduling of replication aim at maximizing depot
utilization and minimizing application execution time. While scheduling of computation
improves server utilization by distributing tasks intelligently to optimize load balancing
among depots, scheduling of replication moves partitions around so that work assigned to
each depot is proportional to its performance.
There are several technical hurdles to achieving the above goal. For instance, in a
distributed system composed of heterogeneous servers shared by a community without ex-
plicit orchestration, it would be hard to have all the involved servers produce a guaranteed
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Figure 5.6: A typical structure of task parallel applications on replicated datasets
level of performance. Figure 5.5 shows a snapshot of the one-minute load of 415 Plan-
etLab nodes starting from 15:50 on Nov.16, 2005 on the left and the one-minute load of
pl1.cs.duke.edu in 24 hours on the same day on the right. Load of the duke node is
sampled every five minutes. The node was unavailable during 18:10 to 19:55, which hap-
pens frequently in a large distributed system. Although PlanetLab nodes are server-class
machines, they are shared among a large community. They are even virtualized as “slices”
to enable large-scale sharing. Loads on these nodes differ dramatically and vary over time.
Many well-known middleware systems have been developed over the past few years
to implement task-farming applications. However, few have examined co-scheduling of
computation and replication for operating on replicated data in the wide area. In this
section, we describe an integrated scheduling algorithm that considers both computation
and storage aspects simultaneously in a distributed system. It adaptively measures server
performance in terms of computation power and data transfer rate. This information is
used to dynamically assign tasks to intermediate nodes and direct data movements among
them to achieve the best server utilization, minimizing application execution time. In
addition, our co-scheduling algorithm is novel in runtime data movement schemes that use
the deadline based partial download from multiple sources. User provided knowledge of the
application such as computation complexity also contributes to an effective scheduling.
5.2.1 Problem Definition
In a distributed environment where shared resources cannot be brought under the control
of a single global scheduler, the application must be scheduled by the endpoint or by some
middleware agent. For the latter case, the middleware agent itself can be viewed as an
endpoint. Figure 5.6 shows a typical structure of task parallel applications on datasets that
are partitioned and replicated at distributed nodes. We assume that every node is capable
of handling both computation and data movement requests. Each endpoint accesses and
analyzes datasets independently without knowing activities of other endpoints.
Before the discussion of various job scheduling algorithms, we define the scheduling
problem on wide area replicated datasets. Suppose we have:
A collection of computational nodes P1,P2,...,Pm where m is the number of nodes. Pi
is described by bi and ci. Bandwidth bi represents the bandwidth between Pi and the
endpoint. Computational power ci defines how fast a partition can be processed for an
application. For convenience, both bi and ci are measured in megabytes per second. If a
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node has multiple processors, ci is the aggregate computational power of all processors that
can contribute to the computation. When several endpoints contend for resources, bi and
ci are a fraction of physical resources that is delivered to the user.
A large dataset that is partitioned into d1,d2,..., dn. n is the number of partitions and
sj is the size of dj . We define δ
j
i = 1 if dj is on Pi, δ
j
i = 0 otherwise. Data is distributed
with k-way replication (k ≥ 1), i.e. each partition is replicated on k out of m randomly
selected servers. Formally,
∑m
i=1 δ
j
i = k for each partition dj . On average, each node has
n× k/m partitions.
An application (e.g. parallel rendering) that is able to make use of the entire collection of
partitions in parallel. Thus, we have a set of independent computational tasks T1,T2,...,Tn.
We assume that dj is the only partition required by task Tj . We further assume that
execution time of Tj is proportional to f(sj) and the output size of Tj is g(sj). f(x) is
known as the complexity function and g(x) is often constant or linear, for example, in
linear algebra operations. f(x) and g(x) are application specific and usually required for an
effective application level scheduling. If δji = 1 and Tj is assigned to Pi, the time required
to complete Tj can be formulated as f(sj)/ci + g(sj)/bi. f(sj)/ci is the time required for
computation and g(sj)/bi is the time spent on communication. Since the required partition
already resides on the target server when a task is assigned, we assume that communication
time is solely the time to receive the output. Although many effective techniques such as
pipelining can be employed to overlap computation and communication between successive
tasks, we assume they are not overlapped in our model.
A set of data movement tasks Mij that makes a fresh copy of dj on Pi. To exploit the
fact that there are multiple replicas of dj , data is downloaded from multiple sources dis-
tributed in the wide area network. Thus, the time required to performMij is approximately
sj/
∑m
r=1(bir × δjr), where bir represents the bandwidth between Pi and Pr.
∑m
r=1(bir × δjr)
is the aggregate bandwidth to Pi from all sources that have dj .
To mitigate resource contention on shared servers with heavy load, we assign at most
one computational task to a node at a time. Data movement tasks can co-exist with a com-
putational task because a good mix of CPU-bound and I/O-bound processes can actually
improve system throughput. However, due to process scheduling, too many concurrent data
movement tasks can slow down computational tasks, especially in a non-dedicated system.
Thus, the number of active data movement tasks at each node is also set to be one. The
number of simultaneous downloads could be k because we have k replicas.
Suppose each node Pi runs for time ti and all nodes start at the same time, then the
execution time of an application would be maxmi=1 ti, which is the time required for the last
node to finish its assigned tasks. For a given application, the shortest execution time occurs
when all nodes can be kept doing useful work and they all finish roughly at the same time.
Given that the dataset is replicated throughout a wide area network, does there
exist a scheduling of computation and data movement tasks such that the execution
time of an application over the entire partitions is minimal?
This is the scheduling problem of replicated datasets we will explore in this section.
Formally, let σji = 1 denote that task Tj is assigned to server Pi. A schedule is a set of
σji ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [1...m] and j ∈ [1...n], such that ∀j,
∑m
i=1 σ
j
i ≥ 1. ∀j,
∑m
i=1 σ
j
i ≥ 1 mandates
that each task Tj must be assigned to at least one server. If δ
j
i = 1 and σ
j
i = 1, Tj can
be immediately assigned to Pi as long as there is no other active task on Pi. However,
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Algorithm 1: Basic work-queue scheduling over replicated datasets
while not IsEmpty(Q) do1
foreach available node Pi do2
DeQueue (Tf , Q), Tf is the task that has been finished by Pi;3
Tj = GrabTask (Pi, Q), dj is on Pi;4
AssignTask (Tj , Pi);5
if δji = 0 and σ
j
i = 1, a copy of dj must be moved to Pi before Tj can be assigned to
Pi. Note that, δ
j
i = 1 does not necessarily imply σ
j
i = 1 because there are r distributed
replicas to choose from and a fresh replica can be made at runtime when necessary. The
best schedule satisfies that maxmi=1
∑n
j=1 σ
j
i × (f(sj)/ci+g(sj)/bi) is minimal assuming that
no fault happens after the schedule is made. For the intermediate node that finishes last,
time spent on explicit data movement completely overlaps with computation, thus it is not
included in the formula.
5.2.2 Co-scheduling of Computation and Replication
Shared datasets are typically replicated and accessed by geographically distributed users
with competing goals. As a result, resource performance varies over time and is hard to
predict. Experience with distributed applications indicates that adaptability is fundamental
to achieving application performance in dynamic environments [Berman et al., 2003]. It is
imperative to employ heuristics and dynamic load balancing to obtain a good approximation
solution to the optimization version of the scheduling problem, while addressing fault-
tolerance at the same time. The conventional work-queue scheduling of parallel tasks is
presented as a basis. After that, the co-scheduling algorithm is discussed in two steps:
adaptive scheduling of computation and dynamic scheduling of replication.
Work-queue scheduling
Work-queue scheduling [Hagerup, 1997] is a variation of the master-worker model. In con-
trast to static scheduling techniques in which tasks are allocated before the application is
started, work-queue scheduling attempts to deal with variability in resource performance
and individual task workload by deferring task assignment. In work-queue scheduling, tasks
are not distributed to workers until they have finished a previously assigned task. In this
way, fast workers tend to deliver more tasks than slow workers over time.
Algorithm 1 illustrates a scheduling of parallel tasks over replicated datasets using work-
queue scheduling. To avoid data movement, tasks are only assigned to compute nodes that
have the required partitions, i.e. task Tj is assigned to Pi only if δ
j
i = 1.
In GrabTask, an unassigned task Tj is picked sequentially from the work queue. When
there is no more unassigned task that a fast node can do, it will try to help slow nodes on
already assigned tasks if it holds the required data blocks for these unfinished tasks. The
algorithm is straightforward and theoretical work has proved that work-queue scheduling
yields a good approximate solution to the optimization version of the scheduling problems
[Hochbaum, 1997].
Even though it is very adaptive, the above algorithm ignores the fact that distributed
servers have very diverse performance, which has two potential consequences. First, each
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Figure 5.7: A snapshot of the scheduling state
task is performed by one compute node unless that node fails, the scheduler times out or
other compute nodes that have the corresponding data partition have no more tasks to work
on. If one compute node lags, the overall application cannot progress if the application (e.g.
streaming, interactive visualization) needs ordered partial results. Second, each available
compute node always sequentially picks an unfinished task that it can do, which in some
cases might be performed by a faster compute node. In this case, slow compute nodes “steal”
work from fast nodes. When all candidate tasks on fast nodes get depleted, they have to
stop while slow nodes still need to finish the tasks for which they hold the required data
partitions exclusively. Thus, there is a need for more sophisticated scheduling techniques
that can perform adaptive resource selection and on-demand data movement.
Adaptive scheduling of computation
We employ a heuristic-based method that makes use of historical performance about partic-
ipating compute nodes in the network. The approach depends on discovering fast compute
nodes on the fly, assigning as many tasks to them as possible and avoiding being stalled
by slow or faulty nodes. Three generic mechanisms were devised for this purpose: (i) a
dynamically ranked pool of compute nodes, (ii) a two level priority queue of tasks and (iii)
a competition avoidant task assignment scheme. This framework is very generic and can
be applied to other distributed computing applications in general.
Each compute node Pi is ranked by its estimated time tiu to process a task of unit size
u (e.g. 10MBytes). This measurement roughly reflects performance of the node delivered
to an application. The less time a node needs to process the unit task, the higher rank this
node has. Recall that tiu = f(u)/ci+ g(u)/bi. Rather than a simple average, ci is calculated
from c′i + ρ × (τ − c′i), where c′i is the previous value of ci and τ is the most recent value.
Similarly, bi = b′i + ρ × (β − b′i), where bi’ is the previous value of bi and β is the most
recent value of bi. The parameter 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 determines the influence of previous values,
with the influence of outdated values tending towards zero over time. This causes the client
scheduler to continuously adapt to the constantly changing resource performance.
When a compute node finishes a task, it returns the computation time tc and the
output. The client scheduler records the time ts when it starts to receive the output and
the time tr when it finishes. With tc, ts and tr, τ and β are formulated as f(sj)/tc and
g(sj)/(tr − ts) respectively. Note that both tr and ts are obtained from the local time
service at the scheduler. Although a more accurate β can be obtained by using the time
when the compute node starts to send back the output, it requires time on both the client
scheduler and compute nodes to be closely synchronized, which is not very practical in a
large distributed system.
A two-level priority queue maintains unfinished tasks. The higher priority queue (HPQ)
contains tasks that are ready to be assigned and the lower priority queue (LPQ) contains
tasks that have been assigned to one or more servers but not finished. If a task is assigned
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to an idle compute node, it is moved from HPQ to LPQ. Initially, only the first w tasks
T1, T2, ..., Tw are placed in HPQ and task Tx (x > w) can not be added until task Tx−w has
been completed, where w is the size of the task window (TW). w controls how far out of
order tasks can be finished. For example, if w = 1, all tasks will be completed in order.
In contrast, if w = n, every task is allowed to be finished out of order. In most cases, w
is greater than m so that every compute node can contribute to the computation. Figure
5.7 shows a snapshot of tasks in the two-level priority queue on the dataset as illustrated
in Figure 5.6. The task window cannot move forward at this moment because node P1 is
still working on task T3, which is at the head of TW.
Each task Tj in HPQ is keyed by minmi=1 t
i
u×δji , which is the minimum unit task process
time of all compute nodes currently having partition dj . This priority ranks new tasks by
their likelihood to be finished by a fast node in terms of computational power and available
bandwidth. Assume a task Tj in LPQ has been assigned to Pi. Tj is keyed by its estimated
waiting time, which is the estimated execution time Ej = f(sj)/ci+g(sj)/bi minus the time
that has elapsed since start. Ej is static during task execution because bi and ci will not
be updated until the task is completed. This priority ranks assigned tasks by its likelihood
to finish soon. The client scheduler can dynamically sleep the minimum estimated waiting
time to avoid busy waiting. Note that Tasks in both HPQ and LPQ are sorted by their
keys in decreasing order.
When the parallel computation starts, the client scheduler sequentially assigns each
available compute node the first task in HPQ that it is able to perform, moving the task
to LPQ. When Pi completes task Tj , bi and ci are updated, and Tj is removed from LPQ.
If Tj is the first task in the task window, TW is moved forward, adding one or more tasks
to HPQ. Since bi and ci are adjusted, HPQ is resorted by the latest tiu as well. In case of
a failure, the task in LPQ is promoted back to HPQ so that other nodes can take it over.
Then, there are three possible scenarios:
1. Both HPQ and LPQ are empty. This case signifies the completion of scheduling.
2. There are unassigned tasks in HPQ. In this case, every available compute node will
be directly assigned the first task in HPQ that it can handle. This is the slowest task
among all unassigned tasks that the compute node can work on. In this way, slow
nodes do not compete for tasks with fast nodes so that fast nodes can be assigned as
many tasks as possible.
3. There are unfinished tasks in LPQ. In this case, we would like unfinished tasks to be
computed by additional compute nodes (up to k − 1, k is the number of replicas for
each partition), which work in parallel with the node that was originally assigned for
the task. These nodes compete to finish the same task. Again, the first task in LPQ
is assigned to an available compute node that holds the required data partition. This
is the slowest task among all unfinished tasks that the compute node can help. If any
of the duplicated tasks is completed, others are aborted immediately.
Dynamic scheduling of replication
So far the adaptive scheduling algorithm makes use of performance history to allocate tasks
so that slow compute nodes do not compete with fast ones for tasks. Fast nodes can further
help slow nodes by repeating tasks on replicas. However, data placement in the scheduling
is still static, i.e. there is no active data movement in the process of computing. There is
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Figure 5.8: Dynamic scheduling of replication
the possibility that some partitions only reside on a set of slow compute nodes. In that
case, fast compute nodes cannot help slow compute nodes because they do not have the
required partitions to proceed.
One natural thought is to move partitions to fast nodes before they become idle. In
order to make sure that time spent on data movement does not exceed the profit that
is gained from migrating the task, bandwidth information between computes needs to be
acquired. However, this needs non-trivial setup and management of bandwidth estimation
or prediction tools [Wolski et al., 1999,Dovrolis et al., 2004]. Also, the information obtained
is not always up to date. Instead of using existing tools to insert extra test traffic into the
network and query for available bandwidth, a partial download scheme with deadline is
used for data movement between compute nodes.
Ideally, the shortest execution time of an application occurs when all compute nodes
finish roughly at the same time. As parallel computation proceeds, the total amount of work
unassigned is U =
∑
(f(sj)+g(sj)) for all Tj in HPQ. The scheduler actively monitors tasks
in HPQ that each compute node can perform. The maximum amount of unassigned work a
node Pi can contribute is Wi =
∑
(f(sj)+g(sj)) for all Tj in HPQ and δ
j
i = 1. Pi’s share of
the unassigned work is calculated as Ui = U×(1/tiu)/
∑m
j=1(1/t
j
u), where (1/tiu)/
∑m
j=1(1/t
j
u)
is Pi’s proportion of the unassigned work, according to its observed performance. Since the
speeds of data processing and data transmission for each compute node are different, both
Wi and Ui are rough estimations.
OnceWi < Ui, i.e., the total number of work Pi can do in HPQ is less than its proportion
of all unassigned work according to its performance, the scheduler tries to initiate a data
movement task Mij , moving data blocks from all nodes that have dj to Pi. Since partitions
are replicated and Wi increases with k, there is the possibility that no data movement is
necessary at all (Wi ≥ Ui). The scheduler starts from the first task in HPQ, which has the
least likelihood to be finished by a fast node. To avoid always moving partitions out of the
same set of slow nodes, the task Tj should satisfy that sum of Wi of all nodes that have dj
is above their aggregate share (the sum of all corresponding Pi). If this condition cannot
be satisfied, the scheduler will skip it and try the next task in HPQ, i.e. a task is moved
only when all nodes that can perform this task have sufficient work to remain busy.
Before sending and receiving bits over the network, the maximum data transfer time
allowed is calculated as the deadline. For example, suppose T8 has been picked to be
migrated to P1. Also assume that T8 can also be performed by P2 and P3. d8 is moved
only if min(F2, F3) > (Tm + Tc), where Tm is the time for data movement, Tc is the time
to compute T8 on P1, F2 and F3 are the time required to complete all remaining tasks,
including T8, on P2 and P3 respectively. The deadline of M18 is set to be min(F2, F3)− Tc.
After the deadline is calculated, the data movement task Mij starts. The scheduler does
not try to transfer the complete partition from the beginning. Instead, it tries a small
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Figure 5.9: Parallel speedup and parallel utilization measured up to 100 depots using 50
randomly selected depots as the benchmark
fraction p of the partition and see if it can be finished in p of the deadline. p is configured at
runtime so that dynamics such as TCP slow start can be avoided. If the fractional transfer
completes in p of the deadline, the scheduler proceeds to move the rest of the data partition;
Otherwise,Mij is aborted. Since the partition is replicated on k nodes, the destination node
takes advantage of downloading data from multiple sources by using the progressive driven
redundancy algorithm [Plank et al., 2003]. When Mij is done, key of Tj in HPQ is updated
because a fast node can now work on it. Figure 5.8 illustrates the whole process.
5.2.3 Performance Evaluation
The design goal of the co-scheduling of computation and replication algorithm is to get
the best performance out of shared intermediate nodes in the wide area network. The
algorithm needs to perform gracefully (i.e. preserving or improving performance) as the
number of nodes in the system increases. To this end, experiments were run on a 30
time-step subset (75GB) of the TSI dataset using 10 depots from the National Logistical
Networking Testbed (NLNT) and 90 depots from the PlanetLab project. The TSI dataset
is of 864 × 864 × 864 spatial resolution. Each time step is partitioned into 64 blocks and
uploaded with 3-replication.
The wall clock time for test runs of volume visualization on the TSI dataset using a
collection of 50 to 100 depots was recorded. For each configuration, 10 tests were run
to obtain the average. On 100 depots, it takes about 470 seconds to complete software
raycasting of 30 time steps TSI data with 800 × 800 image resolution and 0.5 step size.
Knowing that it is not a rigorous comparison, but only to provide context, the same volume
rendering takes 218 minutes on a dedicated 2.2GHz P4 CPU with 512KB cache. The
performance achieved with 100 shared, distributed heterogeneous processors roughly equals
that of a dedicated 32-node cluster, assuming 90% parallel utilization on the cluster.
In the literature of parallel visualization, researchers commonly use parallel speedup
and parallel utilization to evaluate the efficiency of a parallel algorithm. Albeit they do not
directly apply to heterogeneous systems, the timing results with 50 depots was chosen as a
reference, R. In Figure 5.9, we plot the ideal parallel speedup as calculated as m/50, the
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Figure 5.10: Volume rendering with w = 800.
actual parallel speedup as T/R and parallel utilization as (T/R)/(m/50), where T is the
running time using m depots. The results show that the co-scheduling algorithm scales well
with an increasing number of depots.
To investigate the actual performance of the co-scheduling algorithm, its wall clock
execution time and server utilization were compares with those of the basic work-queue
scheduling and the adaptive scheduling of computation but without replication. Server
utilization measures the efficiency of n servers allocated for an application. It is defined as
the ratio of the time that n servers spent on doing useful work to the time those servers
would be able to do useful work [Heymann et al., 2000b].
80 depots were randomly selected from the above 100 nodes to run isosurface extraction
and volume rendering on a time-varying dataset simulating a Jet shockwave with 100 time
steps. The spatial resolution of each time step in the Jet dataset is 256× 256× 256. Every
time step is partitioned into 8 partitions with spatial resolution 128×128×128 of 8.4MB in
storage. There are in total 800 partitions, covering 100 time steps. Total size of the entire
dataset is 6.7GB. These partitions are uploaded and augmented with k copies evenly on
all depots. For example, using k = 2, per-depot storage is roughly 800× 2× 8.4/80 = 168
MBytes. Note that volume rendering does a high quality image reconstruction, which
consumes more CPU cycles than isosurface extraction for the Jet dataset.
In Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, execution time and server utilization for volume rendering
and isosurface extraction were compared with k = 2 and k = 3 respectively. In both figures,
(i) is the basic work-queue scheduling, (ii) is the adaptive scheduling of computation and
(iii) is the co-scheduling of computation and replication. To maximize the differences, the
maximum window size w = 800 is used. With each particular combination, 8 tests were run
and only the average is reported. Since conditions might change between one execution and
the next due to resource contention, we run instances of the three scheduling algorithms
back-to-back, hoping that all three executions would enjoy similar conditions on average.
In general, increasing the number of replicas, k, increases storage overhead on each depot
and consumes more network bandwidth when copying partitions between depots during the
data staging phase. Both isosurface extraction and volume rendering have shorter execution
time and higher server utilization with 3-replication than with 2-replication for all the three
scheduling algorithms. With a larger k, both fast and slow depots have more candidate
partitions to work on, thus fast depots have more chances to help slow depots. For the
heavyweight volume rendering with k = 2 and w = 800, on average, the co-scheduling
algorithm reduces execution time by 31% and increases server utilization by 32% at the
cost of moving 56 partitions from the slow depots to fast depots, compared with the basic
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Figure 5.11: Isosurface extraction with w=800.
work-queue scheduling. For the lightweight isosurface extraction, in most cases, the cost of
moving a partition out of k slow depots exceeds the profit gained from transferring the task
to a fast depot. We only see a slight improvement of execution time and server utilization
for the co-scheduling algorithm over the adaptive scheduling of computation with k = 2
and w = 800 because of the overhead of vainly trying the deadline based data movement.
Size of the task window w also has a similar effect to execution time as k does. The
execution time of volume rendering with different w for k = 2 is shown in Figure 5.12. By
increasing w, the amount of duplicated tasks is reduced and the work completed by each
depot gets more proportional to its performance. For instance, suppose we have 4 tasks of
unit size. They are replicated with k = 2 on server P1 and P2. P1 can finish a task in 30
seconds and P2 can finish a task in 10 seconds. Initially, task T1 was assigned to P1 and task
T2 was assigned to P2. If w is set to 2, then P2 has to help P1 after it finishes T2. Thus, the
number of duplicated tasks is 2 and total execution time is 40 seconds. In contrast, with
w = 4, P2 can proceed to work on T3 and T4 without helping P1. The number of duplicated
tasks would be 0 and total execution time is 30 seconds. Although larger w offers better
performance, it needs to be decreased in case of severe resource contention as a processor
“back-off” strategy to enable resource sharing. Also, w needs be limited if the application
requires ordered partial results.
To better illustrate the dynamics of load balancing between the three scheduling algo-
rithms, the number of active depots during a typical execution using k = 2 and w = 800
is shown in Figure 5.13. Server utilization is calculated as the area covered by the curve
divided by the area of the bounding rectangle. Initially, every depot works on one of its
800 × 2/80 = 20 partitions. As tasks on a particular depot are completed, the choice of
the next task for this depot becomes constrained. For volume rendering, in the basic work-
queue scheduling, when tasks on the faster depots are eventually depleted, the slower depots
still need to finish the tasks for which they hold the corresponding partitions. This explains
why the basic work-queue scheduling has the least server utilization. Adaptive scheduling
of computations improves server utilization by optimizing the task assignment process so
that the fast depots can be assigned as many tasks as possible. With co-scheduling of com-
putation and replication, fast depots are kept busy by moving extra tasks to them from
slow depots.
Careful readers may have noticed that for isosurface extraction, server utilizations with
the three scheduling algorithms are better than their counterparts in volume rendering and
they do not have too much difference. This has to do with process scheduling on depots that
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Figure 5.13: The number of active depots over the time span of a typical run.
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have a high average load, i.e. a large number of active processes are waiting in the ready
queue for execution. Most operating systems schedule process execution by priority. Linux
(installed on all PlanetLab servers and more than 50% of NLNT servers) process scheduler
keeps track of process execution and adjusts their priorities dynamically. Processes are
assigned the highest priority initially. They are penalized by decreasing their priority for
running a certain amount of time. Correspondingly, their priority is increased if they have
been denied the use of CPU for a certain amount of time. Remember that the process
doing isosurface extraction needs less CPU cycles. Thus, it is more likely to have a higher
average priority than process doing volume rendering. As a result, depots that have high
load tend to look faster when running lightweight computations than running heavyweight
computations. When all depots perform similarly fast, the system tends to have higher
server utilization.
Having studied the relative performance between the three scheduling algorithms, we are
further interested in knowing how close is the execution time obtained from the co-scheduling
algorithm to the optimal execution time. In order to calculate the optimal execution time,
we need to find out the optimal schedule first. However, it is very difficult to figure out
the optimal assignment of tasks, even if we know the performance of all depots. Since each
task must be assigned to one of the k depots that have the required replica, there are k800
possible schedules in total. When data movement is considered, the scheduling problem is
much more complex.
Fortunately, tasks in the test roughly have the same size, thus introducing similar work-
load. To obtain an estimation of the optimal execution time, the time taken for each
depot to complete a task is logged and then the average task processing time t¯i for de-
pot Pi is computed when all tasks are finished. Ideally, the optimal execution time occurs
when all depots stop at the same time. The “super optimal” execution time is calculate as
800×(1/t¯x)/(
∑80
i=1 1/t¯i)× t¯x where 800×(1/t¯x)/(
∑80
i=1 1/t¯i) is the number of tasks assigned
to depot Px according to its performance. It does not matter which depot’s average task
completion time is chosen for the calculation because all depots finish at the same time.
We call it “super optimal” because 800× (1/t¯x)/(
∑80
i=1 1/t¯i) is usually a fractional number,
which is not true in real task assignment. Thus, the “close optimal” execution time is also
calculated by rounding the number of tasks that each depot is assigned. The execution time
is formulated as max80x=1d(800 × (1/t¯x)/(
∑80
i=1 1/t¯i))e × t¯x. Execution time of the optimal
scheduling should be somewhere between the “super optimal” and “close optimal”. Using
the co-scheduling algorithm, the average execution time of volume rendering with k = 2 and
w = 800 is 1.07 times of the “close optimal” value and 1.16 times of the “super optimal”
value. That would be considered very close to the optimal execution time.
5.3 End-to-end Workload Control
By using the co-scheduling algorithm described in Section 5.2, a single endpoint can achieve
load balance and make good utilization of available resources on distributed and heteroge-
neous intermediate nodes. In Section 5.1, instruction pipelining is introduced to address
high instruction issue latency in the wide area for even better resource utilization. In that
technique, multiple instructions populate different stages, or modules, of the hardware of
intermediate nodes. There are two issues when combining these two techniques together:
1. Proximities between the endpoint and compute nodes are different. Not all tasks have
the same amount of computation workload, nor do they incur the same amount of
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network communication. In addition, compute nodes may differ in their capability to
handle multiple requests. Resources available on a shared intermediate node vary over
time in a distributed computing environment. Hence, a static, universal pipelining
depth would be too restrictive to be used at the endpoint.
2. When multiple endpoints contend for resources, especially with deep pipelines, the
resulting system workload is hard to predict. Aggressive endpoints can cause situ-
ations similar to network congestion. Throughput of the overall system, as well as
on each individual node, could significantly decrease due to the overhead of extensive
task switching and even thrashing. When that happens, the system spends a dispro-
portionate amount of time just accessing the shared resource, while not contributing
to the advancement of any task.
To address these issues, it would be better for an endpoint to dynamically decide proper
node-specific pipelining depth in stead of a static one in order to get the best performance
out of non-dedicated and possibly heterogeneous compute nodes. The endpoint scheduler
initially issues one task to an intermediate node following the task assignment process
described in Section 5.2. When that task is successfully completed or terminated due
to resource contention at the intermediate node, the endpoint determines to increase or
decrease the next pipelining depth d to use on the fly. The dynamic nature of d enables the
endpoint to keep a network of compute nodes busy without incurring bottlenecks related
to network latency. At the same time, it avoids using too large a value of d to ensure an
individual intermediate node not get overloaded.
5.3.1 Dynamic Pipelining
By treating each intermediate node as if it were a special router that also transforms in-
coming data, the overall system can be viewed as a data-intensive network. This analogy
provides a bridge to apply the concept of flow control, first studied by the networking
community. Few would argue that one of TCP’s strengths lies in its congestion control
mechanism [Jacobson, 1988]. The design of TCP was heavily influenced by the end-to-end
argument [Saltzer et al., 1984] in its method of handing congestion and network overload.
The premise of the argument and fundamental to TCP’s design is that the endpoints are
responsible for controlling the rate of date flow. In this model, there are no explicit signal-
ing mechanisms in the network which instruct the endpoint when to speed up or when to
slow down. TCP at each endpoint is responsible for answering these questions from implicit
knowledge it obtains from the network.
Similarly, the dynamic pipelining scheme infers load conditions at intermediate nodes
according to their recent response times to assigned tasks. When an endpoint orchestrates
a parallel run, it treats nodes in the network offering different levels of performance. Most
importantly, the scheduler dynamically increases or decreases the pipelining depth used by
each intermediate node over time to make sure that they do not get overloaded.
However, the challenge here is to define when a depot should be considered as “being
overloaded”. In TCP congestion control, congestion is indicated by a timeout or the re-
ception of duplicate ACK messages. But in the best-effort Logistical network, due to the
high temporal and intermediate node-specific variability, it is difficult to find a timeout
value that reliably indicates an overloaded system. Instead, for each intermediate node, the
endpoint scheduler starts with d = 0 for each node in the network, i.e., no more requests are
sent until the response of the previous request has been received. When a task is finished
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Figure 5.14: System throughput with different number of endpoints and pipelining depth.
successfully, the node’s current processing throughput τ is calculated. Supposing the pre-
vious processing throughput being τ ′, pipelining depth d of this particular node is updated
by the following rules:
d =

d− 1, if τ < (1− ρ)× τ ′;
min(d+ 1, d max), if τ > (1 + ρ)× τ ′;
d, otherwise.
ρ is a tolerance of acceptable variations in the measured performance, e.g. ρ = 10%.
Any changes in measured throughput lesser than 10% will not cause d and τ ’ to be updated.
ρ needs to be carefully selected. A large ρ makes the scheduler less adaptive to performance
changes due to pipelining depth change. In contrast, a small ρ makes the scheduler sensitive
to even performance fluctuation within a reasonable range.
When τ drops by ρ, d is decreased by one. Note that d is allowed to be negative, which
means that the scheduler cannot make any new request to the corresponding node. Instead,
the scheduler waits for a delay of 1/(τ ′ × 2d+1). 1/τ ′ is the time to complete one task by
that compute node. d = −1 sets the delay to 1/τ ′ and d = −2 causes the delay to be 2/τ ′.
When a previous assigned task is successfully returned to the scheduler and the observed
performance causes τ to increase by ρ, d is incremented by one, until d reaches d max. If
the updated value of d is positive, the scheduler issues new tasks to fill up the pipeline.
Initially, since there are no outstanding requests, τ ’ is set to a negative value, thus the
scheduler is guaranteed to update every node’s τ ’ with the first processing throughput and
starts the pipeline with two concurrent requests (i.e. d = 1). In summary, the endpoint
scheduler gradually “starts” or “stops” a remote node, according to how much work that
node has been able to provide. Slow, overloaded nodes, or nodes with policies limiting usage
by the endpoints can be discovered on the fly and treated differently. The process iterates
over time until the queue of unfinished tasks is depleted.
Using volume rendering on the same testbed as in Section 5.2.3, system throughput with
up to ten concurrent endpoints using different pipelining depth is plotted in Figure 5.14.
The ten endpoints asynchronously start their tasks at random instants within a ten seconds
span of time. The overall system throughput increases as more endpoints enter the system
and peaks when serving ten concurrent endpoints. Note that, we assume each endpoint has
only one connection to each depot, hence avoiding the possibility of one single endpoint
overloading the entire system. Due this design choice, when there is only one endpoint
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Figure 5.15: A snapshot of pipelining depth of all depots in the testbed
in the system, the peak system-wide throughput is lower than that of multiple concurrent
endpoints. Pipelining allows more overlap between CPU and I/O operations, and resulting
better system throughput.
Tests with pipelining depth 1 and depth 0 behave similarly except in the single end-
point case. When there is only one endpoint in the system, pipelining does increase system
performance since network communication and computation can overlap. The extent of
overlapping depends on the nature of the volume rendering operation. Tests with dynamic
pipelining depth performed best among the three. With a dynamic pipelining depth, the
system reaches its capacity quickly with two concurrent endpoints, delivering more com-
puting power to each parallel visualization application at the endpoint.
To further illustrate the dynamics of task assignment, variations in the pipelining depths
of all compute nodes in the system is plotted in Figure 5.15 on the left, when there are
four concurrent endpoints. This diagram shows the snapshot of a random time from the
perspective of one of the four endpoints, i.e. the other three endpoints appear as background
users. Processors with negative pipelining depth have reached their full capacity and the
the point is performing back-off on those nodes. For comparison, on the right graph of
Figure 5.15, a similar snapshot of node-specific pipelining depth is provided when there is
only one endpoint in the system. Less negative pipelining depth means that a lot more
active compute nodes can be used for the volume rendering. In all cases, d max = 5.
5.3.2 Application-level Back-off
With dynamic pipelining, the endpoint scheduler is able to get the best performance out of
non-dedicated intermediate nodes without overloading the system. However, as the number
of concurrent endpoints in the system increases, the proportion of physical resources that
is delivered to each endpoint decreases. For some time-critical applications (e.g. video
transcoding, on-demand visualization), system response time is more important than video
or image quality. In these situations, quality must be sacrificed in order to obtain timely
delivery of results. To meet the user-specified time limit, the endpoint can dynamically
measure the system throughput and evaluates whether it is necessary to perform back-off
at the application level, i.e. replacing several tasks that would generate high quality results
with one task that generates results of lower quality.
We will use an on-demand visualization example to illustrate how the application level
back-off can be integrated with the co-scheduling framework presented in Section 5.2. To
ensure the highest affordable image quality, data partitions are prioritized according to an
importance metric. This importance metric, measured for each data partition, is based on
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the visual contribution of a partition to the final image. The importance metric becomes the
primary key of the two priority queues and the original performance based key is downgraded
as the secondary key. In this way, more important data partitions are to be rendered earlier
and in higher resolution. Less important partitions are rendered later, close to the deadline.
This step is very generic and can be applied to other applications to integrate with the
scheduling framework in general.
The importance of a data partition depends on a number of factors that can be appli-
cation dependent, value dependent or view dependent. The importance metric is a relative
term, not on absolute scale, solely for sorting purposes. Specifically, the rules are:
1. A more transparent block is less important;
2. A block with higher variance in voxel values is more important;
3. A block closer to the eye is more important;
Periodically, the scheduler compares the user-specified deadline with the estimated time
to finish all the required tasks under the current system throughput, calculated as a summa-
tion of all compute nodes’ throughput. If the deadline cannot be met, the scheduler marks
less important tasks are marked to switch to a lower resolution. The application level back-
off is supported by a hierarchical data structure, essentially an octree. The root of the tree
represents the lowest resolution of the data and the leave nodes of the tree correspond to the
full resolution of the data. In order to ensure that tasks with high importance are rendered
with the highest possible resolution, back-off tasks are selected from the tail of the HPQ.
To ensure back-off efficiency, as shown in Figure 5.16, only branches of the multi-resolution
tree in which all leaf tasks have not been assigned for rendering are selected. Tasks marked
with # will not be rendered. Since the data blocks are replicated on several depots, if the
scheduler has to choose from several back-off branches that have the same importance, it
selects the branch that can be done faster. For example, suppose Tx, ..., Ty can be reduced
to a lower resolution task Tm and T ′x, ..., T ′y can be reduced to a lower resolution task Tn.
If Tm can finish earlier, we choose Tm to replace Tx, ..., Ty. Note that the marking process
is dynamic, i.e. if the system throughput improves, tasks are de-marked; and if the system
throughput decreases, more tasks are marked.
User-specified rendering time requirement decides the number of blocks at each reso-
lution level to be rendered. Taking the rendering of visible blocks of the TSI dataset at
the 31st time step as an example, the actual number of blocks rendered at each solution
level with different deadline is plotted in Figure 5.17 on the left. Note that there is only
one endpoint using the system when the data is collected. As shown in the figure, a longer
deadline allows more blocks with high resolution (e.g. level 0) to be rendered. Conversely, a
shorter deadline forces the scheduler to select lower resolution blocks (e.g. level 2). Number
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Figure 5.17: Logarithmic plot of the number of blocks rendered at different resolution levels.
of blocks at different resolution levels when the data was partitioned and after the data was
pre-processed are shown in the graph as well.
Figure 5.17 on the right shows the number of blocks rendered at different resolution
levels when there are up to five concurrent endpoints in the background, running large-
scale visualization without any deadlines. The endpoint monitored requested a volume
rendering of the first 10 time steps of the TSI dataset. When there were no background
endpoints, this rendering job at the highest quality could almost always finish within 55
seconds (on average around 41 42 seconds in most cases) on 100 shared depots. To observe
application-level back-off, 55 seconds was used as the deadline, and a different number of
background endpoints where added. As shown, as the number of endpoints increased, it
became less likely that an intended job could be finished within the user specified deadline.
Fewer concurrent endpoints allowed more data blocks with full resolution (e.g. level 0) to
be rendered. Conversely, more users would force the scheduler to back-off and select lower
resolution blocks (e.g. level 2) in order to meet the deadline of 55 seconds.
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Chapter 6
Building a Scalable System
Scalability, as a highly significant property of distributed systems, is generally difficult to
define [Hill, 1990] and in any particular case it is necessary to define the specific requirements
for scalability on those dimensions which are deemed important. Typically a distributed
system is said to be a scalable when if it is suitably efficient and practical when applied to
large situations, for example, a large input data set or large number of participating nodes.
If the design fails when the quantity increases then it does not scale.
With an implementation of intermediate nodes that is able to provide a best-effort
processing service, and techniques to aggregate and schedule fine-grained computations
over the network, it is time to build a scalable system. The storage service in our system
is provided by IBP. As a generic, best-effort network storage service, IBP itself has been
proved to scale globally. However, the management of data is solely the responsibility of
upper layer applications. LoRS allows users to store files or parts of files into exNodes, add
replicas to existing exNodes, remove replicas from existing exNodes, extend an exNode’s
duration and retrieve all or part of the logical data stored within an exNode. But LoRS does
not has the ability to exploit replication and data reuse to efficiently schedule data-intensive
applications, especially when the dataset is large. In this section, we will describe a DHT
service built on top of basic LN storage and processing services to manage data replicas in
distributed depots.
Due to fragmentation of processing and data in LN, endpoints have to spread a large
amount of fine-grained computations onto depots in the wide area network. There is no
assumption that those depots are reliable and trustworthy. When the number of nodes
participating in LN increases, fault tolerance becomes another issue. In the case of storage,
LoRS offers replication and end-to-end correctness in the form of checksum and encryp-
tion. We will have a discussion of fault tolerance and scalability in the context of NFU
computation.
6.1 Scalable Data Management
Distributed resources in a shared system like ours cannot make absolute service guarantees.
The resource contribution delivered by a given depot is a function of its inherent character-
istics and its workload. In this respect, our system has two basic types of resources:
1. Those that are well provisioned and lightly burdened, and therefore tend to be reliable
and deliver good performance;
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2. Those that are modestly provisioned and relatively heavily used, and therefore tend
to be slower and less reliable.
The NLNT nodes are good examples of the first type of resource. They are dedicated
depots and have a substantial amount of storage and processing power. The PlanetLab
nodes and other miscellaneous nodes are of the second type. They are shared among a
vast community and provide rather limited per-slice storage and processing. Because of the
unique characteristic of data-intensive applications, i.e. extremely large datasets shared by
distributed users, it is crucial to carefully consider data management in the system.
1. While each user accesses only a subset of the entire dataset, there could be considerable
overlaps among the subsets accessed by all users. In addition, distributed users may
make runtime replications on-demand. These replicas need to be managed globally
so that subsequent jobs started by different users with overlapped data partitions can
make use of them.
2. When the size of datasets scales to terabytes and petabytes, the size of metadata tends
to be large due to fine-grained allocations and the use of replicas for performance and
fault-tolerance. It is problematic to propagate metadata among collaborators or to
update it at a central location.
Our system uses a DHT to manage data replicas in distributed depots. Similar to
the Translation Lookaside Buffer in classic computer architecture which converts a virtual
memory address to physical memory address, the DHT implementation converts a logical
name (i.e. which data partition) to a set of memory addresses (i.e. IBP capabilities pointing
to cached replicas). Mappings between partition name and capabilities are maintained in
the DHT network, avoiding single point failures.
NLNT depots and PlanetLab depots play different roles in the system due to their dis-
parate characteristics as illustrated in Figure 6.1. NLNT depots are mainly used as storage
nodes to provide persistent long-term access to the original datasets. They can also par-
ticipate in any computations on the condition that they do not become overloaded. In
addition, NLNT depots form a DHT network for replica management. By contrast, Plan-
etLab depots are used as compute nodes. The co-scheduling algorithm described in Section
5.2 directs data partitions to be streamed from NLNT depots to PlanetLab depots. After a
computation is done, the data partition is cached on the PlanetLab depot and is addressable
through the DHT. Subsequent computations would then only need to move the partitions
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from NLNT depots that are not cached on PlanetLab depots. Due to abrupt increases in
workload or loss of network connection, PlanetLab nodes can fail sporadically, similar to
volunteer nodes do in various volunteer computing systems. The system essentially matches
the distributed memory multiprocessor architecture. Every depot is mapped to a parallel
node, with NFU acting as the processor, IBP as the processor’s main memory, and storage
space provided by NLNT depots as external disks. Before elaborating on the DHT service,
we will first describe how the system works in detail.
6.1.1 The System in Operation
A dataset generated on a mainframe or a cluster is partitioned and the hash of each partition
is calculated. The terms “partition” and “block” are used interchangeably. As a one time
operation, data partitions are uploaded into NLNT depots with a small replication ratio
k for relatively long term storage. The resulting data capabilities are stored in the DHT
network comprised of NLNT nodes. Clients get data capabilities by querying any of the
DHT nodes, and then use the returned capabilities to direct data movement or to assign
computation tasks.
When a partition is available on a depot, a 〈key, value〉 pair is inserted into the DHT
network using the interfaces described in Section 6.1.2, where key is the hash of the partition
and value is the set of IBP capabilities for the partition. The owner of the dataset may
choose not to put the write capabilities and the manage capabilities into value, making
allocations read only. The time-to-live (TTL) value of the 〈key, value〉 pair is set to be
the duration of the IBP allocation. The entire list of 〈key, name〉 pairs of all partitions of
a dataset is then published among interested groups, for example, via the web. The field
name describes the partition. For example, tsi09.29.bin.ub indicates that the key field
is the hash of partition 29 in time step 09 of a simulation data called “TSI” in unsigned
byte binary format.
To use the system, a client needs to obtain a 〈key, name〉 list of the dataset of interest.
For the best performance, the client also needs to obtain a list of PlanetLab nodes that may
participate in the computation. The list is either a static file or is dynamically exported
by a resource discovery service. To invoke a computation on a particular partition, the
client queries the DHT network using the hash key and chooses one of the returned read
capabilities as a pointer to a replica to work on.
Initially, DHT queries return only capabilities of allocations on NLNT depots, since all
PlanetLab nodes are blank. To balance workload between NLNT depots and PlanetLab
nodes, the client starts to move some of the partitions from NLNT depots to PlanetLab
nodes when doing computations on NLNT depots. Nodes are chosen randomly or by some
performance metric from the published list. When a new replica is made, the resulting
〈key, value〉 pair is inserted into the DHT network with duration of the allocation as TTL.
Computation on this partition can now be assigned to the PlanetLab node that the replica
is made on. Later on, when other clients come in and do computation on the same data
partition, DHT queries will also return capabilities of replicas made during previous exe-
cutions on PlanetLab nodes in addition to the original capabilities. IBP capabilities of the
partition and the corresponding 〈key, value〉 pairs in the DHT network are refreshed (when
the manage capability is available) to keep hot data on compute nodes.
The effects of distributed data caching are shown in Figure 6.2. We ran seven con-
secutive visualization jobs back-to-back and plotted the computation and data movement
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Figure 6.2: Computation and data movement throughput of 7 sequential visualization jobs
throughput. At any particular time, there is only one job in the system. Each job runs ray-
casting from a constant view angle on the same 10 time steps of the TSI dataset. However,
the view angles used by the seven jobs are 10 degrees apart. On average each parallel job
involves about 918 data blocks. In total, the seven parallel runs processed 1019 unique data
blocks. Because of the co-scheduling algorithm, the set of depots involved changes over time
for each run, although there are rather significant overlaps from one time to another. Thus,
constant cache hits are not guaranteed. However, as more jobs get completed, subsequent
jobs enjoy increasing cache hit rates. Fewer data blocks are streamed from NLNT depots to
compute nodes. As a result of these factors, over time computational throughput steadily
increases while the overhead of data movement decreases.
Note that data blocks are not evenly distributed among PlanetLab nodes, instead they
are incrementally replicated and cached. Fast nodes with good network connections and
large storage space tend to cache more blocks than less well-provisioned nodes. During
the entire test, 772 blocks were moved to PlanetLab nodes, while the other 1019-772=247
blocks were completed on the NLNT nodes. Without caching, up to 918× 7 = 6426 blocks
would need to be moved across the wide area network, which is a huge overhead in the
visualization application.
6.1.2 DHT on top of Logistical Networking Services
When designing a DHT service for replica management, there are several choices. One
way is to use a public DHT service. For instance, the OpenDHT [Rhea et al., 2005] has
been used in several projects to manage replica at distributed locations. This approach
involves the least development and management. However, it decreases data availability
because metadata and data are separated into two networks. Suppose the availability of
the collection of IBP depots is p1 and the availability of the OpenDHT network is p2,
then the availability of the system is reduced to p1 × p2. If our system had depended on
OpenDHT, data stored in IBP depots would not be accessible in November 2004. During
that month the OpenDHT service was not available due to PlanetLab V3 rollout.
PlanetLab was designed as both an experimental testbed and a platform for network
service creation and deployment. It has been quite successful as a research testbed, providing
“realistic” network behavior and client workloads. However, as a service creation platform,
it is less successful [Cappos and Hartman, 2005]. PlanetLab is designed to provide only best-
effort service to each slice. If several long running slices share a node, scheduling delay can
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Table 6.1: Important functions in the nfu-dht library
dht get node Takes a key and returns k nodes whose IDs are the closest
dht put node Adds 〈ID, node〉 to the routing table, removes and returns a list of
〈key, value〉 pairs that are closer to the input ID than to the local ID
dht get value Gets the stored value if a 〈key, value〉 pair matches the input key
dht put value Tells a node to store a 〈key, value〉 pair to the capability table
Table 6.2: Key functions in the kad library
kad lookup Locates the k closest nodes to a given key in the DHT network
kad get Retrieves the stored value associated with a key in the DHT network
kad put Stores a 〈key, value〉 pair to the DHT network if it is not there;
otherwise, refresh the pair
kad join Put a node in the DHT network by updating its own and its neighbors’
routing table
crowd out any service that needs predictable response time [Anderson and Roscoe, 2006].
In contrast, IP routers offer a predictable store-and-forward service that can be modeled by
an application of the queueing theory. As a result, IP routers are more scalable. Similar to
IP’s bounded packet transport service, the LN infrastructure provides limited storage and
processing services. Together with IP connectivity, it may provide an alternate platform
for creating network services.
By choosing a proprietary DHT implementation on top of the basic LN services, our
system not only couples the management of metadata with data itself to improve data
availability, but also demonstrates the feasibility of the LN infrastructure to serve as a
service creation platform. The implementation is based on Kademlia DHT [Maymounkov
and Mazie`res, 2002]. Kademlia takes the basic approach of many peer-to-peer systems: each
node has a 128-bit node ID and keys are also 128-bit identifiers. Compared to other peer-
to-peer systems [Ben Y. Zhao and Joseph, 2001,Morris et al., 2001,Rowstron and Druschel,
2001], Kademlia has a symmetric, unidirectional topology by using the XOR metric to
measure distance between points in the key space. The choose of Kademlia is because of its
provable performance and relatively easy development. The DHT implementation has two
separated components as shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2: the depot side nfu-dht library
and the client side kad library. For simplicity, hashes of host names are used as node IDs.
The dht get/put node calls are used to query/update the DHT routing table. Note
that dht put node is a privileged operation that can only be performed by the system ad-
ministrator who decides whether a node should be in the DHT network. dht put node also
removes and returns a list of 〈key, value〉 pairs that are closer to the input ID. These pairs
are migrated to the new DHT node. dht get/put value calls are used to retrieve/publish
values associated with a key from/to the capability table. The dht put value call can be re-
jected if the node knows another node in the DHT network that is closer to the 〈key, value〉
pair. Both the routing table and the capability table are stored in IBP allocations and are
used as implicit arguments to nfu-dht calls.
The kad library implements a simplified Kademlia protocol at the endpoints, making
NFU calls to the passive nfu-dht library. The most important procedure in the kad library
is kad lookup. Initially, it makes a dht get node call to a well-known DHT node. Then
it recursively makes dht get node calls to the k closest nodes it has learned about from
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previous calls. The lookup terminates when kad lookup has queried and gotten responses
from the k closest nodes it has seen. With kad lookup, procedures to publish values to and
retrieve values from the DHT network can be easily composed. For example, kad get/put is
a combination of kad lookup and dht get/put value. kad join is needed by the system
administrator to setup a new DHT node N . kad join shares the same procedure with
kad lookup, but to lookup the new node N ’s ID. Additional steps it takes are: calling
dht put node to add the IDs it has learned to N ’s routing table, inserting N ’s ID to other
nodes’ routing table, and calling dht put value to put 〈key, value〉 pairs that were returned
by dht put node to N ’s capability table.
When a partition is made available on a depot, a 〈key, value〉 pair is inserted into the
DHT network using kad put, where key is the hash of the partition and value is the set of
IBP capabilities and the TTL value of the replica. The dht get value will expunge expired
IBP capabilities if the TTL value indicates that the data is stale. However, the TTL value
can be refreshed when needed. Then the entire list of 〈key, name〉 pairs of all partitions of a
dataset is published. The key field bridges a partition logical name (the name field) and the
capabilities of the partition (the value field). To access a particular partition, an endpoint
needs to obtain the 〈name, key〉 pair of the partition, query the DHT network using the
key with kad put and chooses one of the returned read capabilities as an argument to IBP
or NFU calls.
6.1.3 Protecting the DHT Network
Security considerations for peer-to-peer DHTs have been studied in the literature [Castro
et al., 2002,Fu et al., 2002,Sit and Morris, 2002]. One class of attacks originates from the fact
that the nodes involved in the functioning of a DHT cannot be fully trusted. For example,
malicious DHT nodes can return incorrect data to an application or forward lookups to
an incorrect node or a node that does not exist. Our system is shielded from this kind of
attacks by choosing the NLNT nodes that are within our administrative domain to build
a DHT network for replica management. The nfu-dht library is installed on every NLNT
node as a static NFU library for optimized performance. It will do what it is supposed
to do, never returning a tampered node or value. In addition, dht put node is made a
privileged operation, protecting routing tables stored on DHT node.
The DHT network is essentially a trustworthy storage network that is shared by many
mutually untrusted users with competing goals. Storage allocation policies and algorithms
are presented in [Rhea et al., 2005] to ensure fair allocation and prevent starvation so that
aggressive users are not favored. The per-user fair allocation algorithm does not fit in here
because users with different roles tend to insert different number of 〈key, value〉 pairs into
the DHT network. For example, the user uploading and publishing a dataset will have a
large number of kad put calls, while the user running an experiment on the dataset may
only have a couple of kad put calls to take care of runtime replicas. Thus, per-user fairness
is not enforced in our system. Instead, we put a limit on the number of replicas (i.e. the
number of values associated with a key) that a data partition can have to provide a kind
of “per-block” fairness in a weak form because the strict “per-block” fairness cannot be
achieved without the global information of replicas.
The system also considers the threat that malicious users could insert invalid values
into the DHT network. Those values not only waste system resources (e.g. storage spaces)
at DHT nodes, but also cause performance issues at applications that use them. To be
protected from this attack, dht put value is extended with a checking module. Every time
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Figure 6.3: An example of computation errors
a user puts a value including at least an IBP read capability, the checking module invokes
a NFU operation to validate the value. For example, if the key (hash of the data partition)
is calculated using MD5, a MD5 operation is called on the data pointed to by the read
capability. The additional check not only ensures that the values in the DHT network are
valid, but also guarantees that the new replica and the original data partition are consistent.
The extra overhead on the DHT nodes caused by the check procedure should be minimal
because the number of dht put value calls is far less than the number of dht put value
calls through which the cached data blocks are reused.
6.2 Fault Tolerance and Scalability
The difficulty of overcoming faults is one of the great challenges of networking and dis-
tributed programming of all kinds. The end-to-end principle requires that intermediate
nodes be not only generic but also best-effort, which means that any operation can fail and
there is no assumption that intermediate nodes are trustworthy. Traditionally, fault toler-
ance requires a program to continue operation, possibly at a reduced level of performance
(i.e. graceful degradation), rather than failing completely, when some part of the program
fails. Faults of this category are usually referred to as program faults. Program faults can be
easily detected by error codes and can be gracefully handled. However, in many distributed
applications, even if execution is not 100% correct, for example, a malicious intermediate
node returns a faked result or a hardware fails transiently, the program can still appear to
execute perfectly from the user’s perspective.
Fail-stop program faults in LN can be handled through redundant state management.
The important point is that the entire state of a NFU operation is exposed to the endpoint
through IBP. This means that any form of migration and replication of state can be imple-
mented by the endpoint using an appropriate sequence of IBP data movement operations,
properly synchronized with the execution of an instruction pipeline. Even with instruction
caching, the credit system provides sufficient control over the execution on the depot to en-
sure that a very tight loop such as the merge example be interrupted and state management
operations inserted by the endpoint.
When preparing for a demo at Super Computing 2005 using depots distributed in the
North America, one of the depots always returned incorrect computation results, which
resulted to a black area in the composed image as shown in Figure 6.3. The chronic issue
here is whether the remote depot can be trusted.
Security and correctness can be ensured to a high level of confidence in data storage
and transfer services through the use of end-to-end checksums and encryption. However,
for general computing tasks, the application of techniques analogous to checksums and
encryption is still a challenging field of research. Mechanisms of NFU present an asymmetry
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of trust between depots and endpoints, i.e. the depot does not need to trust the endpoint
at all while the endpoint has to rely on a depot to do the work. Trust asymmetry is a
core, albeit rarely discussed, problem in scalable computing [Dinda, 2004]. Techniques for
protecting a server’s operating system from a client’s process are well understood and widely
deployed. For example, the sandboxing techniques have been used to protect the depot from
potentially malicious or faulty oplets. However, there is currently no way to protect the
endpoint’s computation from the depot. The depot can perform incorrect computations or
deliberately produce a faked output at its will.
According to the end-to-end principles, the fewer assumptions that are made about trust
placed in depots, the more scalable the depot infrastructure will be. As the system scales
to more and more intermediate nodes, the endpoint has less and less trust over depots on
which the service module runs because the number of intermediate nodes under the control
of the same organization is very limited. The use of un-trusted depots improves scalability,
but it requires that the work they do be checked by the endpoint to establish confidence
of the results computed. The issue of un-trusted depots can be further divided into three
categories: 1) whether there are malicious depots; 2) whether an operation on a depot
simply is not producing correct results, for instance, due to a mistakenly assumed endian
order; and 3) whether transient faults (e.g. memory bit error) or recoverable errors (e.g.
disk read retry) happen on certain depots.
The last two issues are problematic for general scientific applications. As multiprocessor
systems and distributed systems become more complex, there is a high likelihood that at
any given time, some part of the system will exhibit faulty behavior. For the first one,
several plausible techniques can be applied in the context of NFU operations to establish
confidence of results computed by un-trusted depots.
Probabilistic or Deterministic Checking
In theoretical computer science, correctness of an algorithm is asserted when it is said that
the algorithm is correct with respect to a specification. Functional correctness refers to the
input-output behavior of the algorithm (i.e., for each input it produces the desired output).
In the case of data transmission, if redundancy is added in the form of checksums, then the
receiver can make a probabilistic check whether the data is the same as that was sent. The
equivalent of checksums for computation is for an operation to return enough information
for it to be verified. For example, yes or no NP-complete problems are difficult to solve
exactly but very easy to check if any solution is returned. Thus, redundancy in operation
results provides a deterministic check on correctness against malicious depots. However,
these applications specific checks place a burden on application programmers.
Authenticated Computation
Given that arbitrary operations cannot be effectively checked by adding redundancy to re-
sults, some level of trustworthiness of depots must be assumed. Computation can be pushed
onto already authenticated depots. However, authentication is a usually heavy-weight pro-
cess and a trusted but faulty depot might cause even more damage. Authentication only
helps in assigning blame for incorrect results, it does nothing to detect or correct them.
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Redundant Computation
Redundant computation has been done in some peer-to-peer computing systems by repli-
cating data, performing computation redundantly and verifying results using techniques
like majority voting and spot-checking [Sarmenta, 2002]. In majority voting, each compu-
tation is performed several times at different depots and the result wins the highest votes is
accepted. In spot-checking, each computation does not be repeated several times. Instead,
the client randomly assigns depots a “spotter” computation whose result is already known
or can be computed afterwards. Once a depot is caught with bad results, all previous results
received from that depot are invalidated.
The spot-checking with blacklisting technique is embedded in our scheduler to reduce
the cost of checking while keep a high probability of catching a malicious depot. Suppose
p is the rate that a malicious depot submits an invalid result, q is the spot-checking rate
and n is the total number of values inserted by the depot. Then the redundant work due
to spot-checking is n/1− q and the probability of the catching that depot is 1− (1− pq)n
where (1− pq)n is the probability of the depot surviving through n turns.
Program Slicing
Program slicing [Weiser, 1984] is one of the program analysis techniques that is used to
determine the subprogram that is relevant to the computation of specific variables. For
example, when the programmer clicks on a variable in a statement, all program statements
that potentially affect the variable will be highlighted. This technique can be effectively
applied to oplets to increase checking efficiency. When writing oplets, the programmer can
identify a number of critical regions in the program. When running oplets, all inputs and
outputs to these regions are recorded in an allocation or sent back as part of the results.
The endpoint can then choose to redo any of the critical regions and compare the outputs.
This technique is a variation of checking and can be fully automated. It reduces the cost and
improves the efficiency compared to redundant computation because only part of the real
computation is replayed and validated. Since there are potentially many candidate regions
to choose for verification, a malicious depot needs to work on all the regions in order to do
something bad without being caught.
The techniques discussed so far allow endpoints to work with less trustworthy depots.
However, they do not protect algorithms and data against a malicious depot. Ideally,
a trustworthy computing system should not only produce the right result, but also be
incapable to read or write the operation’s inputs, outputs and algorithm. This is the research
filed of encrypted computation, for example encrypted string search [Song et al., 2000]. To
date, no pursuit of a general solution has been made to arbitrary computation. One goal
of scalable computing is to use a large number of nodes that are controlled by other people
or organizations for parallel speedups. Unfortunately, authentication of remote depots is
not always an option; redundant computation reduce efficiency of the system; checking and
even light-weight program slicing techniques put a burden on the client to redo some of the
computation which is opposite to the goal.
Heterogeneous network computation should be best-effort, like IP and IBP, in order
to be scalable. However, scalability is achieved at the cost of aggregating and scheduling
smaller computations as well as building confidence of the results. One might easily reject
our system because of the non-negligible cost involved. However, we argue that it’s an
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instance of a more general problem that all petascale computing systems will encounter.
Firstly, scientific problems have to be mapped onto a large number of processors in order to
be parallelized, for instance, by fitting into the MPI parallel programming model. Secondly,
all computation is arguably best-effort because the result is whatever the best the machine
can do if it is not checked. As petascale computing systems grow to thousands of nodes,
the usual assumption that systems are fully reliable tends to break [da Lu and Reed, 2004].
In situations where machines have a chance to make an error, something has to be done to
establish confidence in the outputs of large-scale scientific applications.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Logistical Networking focuses on the co-scheduling of storage, computation, and data trans-
mission in computer systems. The result combines data persistence, data transformation
and data transfer in a uniform model that can be applied to many difficult problems in
wide area computation. In this dissertation, we have shown how to build a distributed
computing system for data-intensive applications on top of LN technologies. The resulting
system embraces scalability as a defining characteristic because it is designed for scalability
using the end-to-end paradigm.
As a novel contribution, end-to-end scheduling techniques including wide area pipelining,
co-scheduling of computation and replication, and dynamic workload control are developed
to effectively support resource demanding data-intensive applications using the best-effort
storage and processing services provided by non-dedicated intermediate nodes. With these
techniques, even without specially provisioned resources, our system can already support
collaborative data-intensive applications.
In addition, a DHT service on top of LN services has been created to demonstrate the
possibility and potential of the LN infrastructure as a service creation platform. In this
dissertation, we haven’t evaluated the performance of the DHT lookup procedure which
decides how fast the data partitions can be pinpointed in the wide area network. The
pipelining technique definitely can be applied in this scenario to improve the lookup per-
formance. Detailed latency tests under different conditions may shed some light on the
development of service creation platforms.
End-to-end scheduling techniques are the key to achieve performance and robustness
of any shared information infrastructure. However, as the system (e.g. the number of
concurrent users and the number of diverse applications) grows, it is no longer practical
to rely on all endpoints to use end-to-end scheduling techniques for best-effort services.
Similarly, it is no longer possible to reply on all application developers to incorporate end-
to-end scheduling techniques in their applications. The infrastructure itself must participate
in controlling its resource utilization.
Clearly there is more work still to be done in developing and investigating approaches at
logistical depots to promote the use of end-to-end scheduling. Fortunately, we have devel-
oped a closed queueing network model of the logistical depot to understand its performance
characteristics. Modeling results have shown that the system utilization and throughput
can be greatly improved by controlling the mix of workloads. The model provides us an
ideal vehicle to study workload admission control policies to provide an incentive in support
of end-to-end scheduling techniques discussed in this dissertation.
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Appendix
7.1 Simulation Results of the Queuing Network Model
Figure 7.1: CPU and disk utilization with various mean service times of class two jobs.
85
Figure 7.2: CPU and disk utilization with different class one and class two job lengths.
86
Figure 7.3: CPU and disk utilization with different job mixes.
87
Figure 7.4: Throughput of class one and class two jobs with various mean service times of
class two jobs.
88
Figure 7.5: Throughput of class one and class two jobs with different job lengths.
89
Figure 7.6: Throughput of class one and class two jobs with different job mixes.
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7.2 Experiment Results of the Distributed Merge Example
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Figure 7.7: Merge throughput as a function of pipelining depth
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Figure 7.8: Merge throughput vs. excess credits issued
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